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Mostly cloudy
Tonight: Mostly cloudy.
Low around 50. South wind
around 10 mph.
Tuesday: Mostly cloudy
with a chance of afternoon
showers. High 60 to 65.
Chance of rain 40 percent.

Dr. Robert R. Ramsey Jr. of Paris, Tenn., will be the first of five
presidential candidates still under
consideration at Murray State University to visit the campus.
He is scheduled for a series of
interviews and meetings Jan. 17-18
with members of the board of
regents, top campus administrators,

faculty, staff, students and media.
Ramsey, now a higher education
consultant, served in 1987-88 as
the interim vice president for
finance and administrative services
at Murray State. The five finalists
were selected by regents from a
confidential list of 20 candidates
presented to the board by a broadbased Presidential Screenig Committee. Others are:
— Dr. John R. Darling, provost

and vice president for academic
affairs at Mississippi State University in Starkville.
— Rear Adm. Ronald S. Kurth,
president of the U.S. Naval War
College in Newport, R.I.
-- Dr. Keith H. Lovin provost
and vice president for academic
and student affairs at the University of Southern Colorado in Pueblo.
— Dr. Richard A. Manahan, vice
president for administration and

NATIONAL

MOSCOW — Azerbaijanis and Armenians appeared on the verge of
open warfare today after a spasm of ethnic clashes and pogroms in the
southern republic of Azerbaijan claimed at least 32 lives, Soviet media
reported.
SOFIA, Bulgaria — On the eve of a crucial Parliament meeting,
more than 50,000 people rallied in Sofia to demand a swifter transition
to democracy and the immediate dismissal of old guard Communists
still in the leadership.
EAST BERLIN — When demonstrators stormed Leipzig's secret
police headquarters last month, it seemed the most despised instrument
of Communist state control was doomed.
WASHINGTON — Lawyers, travel agents, business executives and
public relations men are flocking to Eastern Europe as if it were the
promised land, hoping to make connections that will pay off in the
future.
BOSTON — The police dispatcher who became a hero for his
10-minute conversation with a frantic, wounded Charles Stuart says the
tragic turn of events indicating Stuart orchestrated the scheme ieaves
him saddened and empty.

SPORTS
SAN FRANCISCO — Joe Montana wrote his name in the all-time
NFL record book Sunday and put his San Francisco 49ers within one
game of repeating as Super Bowl champions.
DENVER — John Elway threw for 385 yards and ths, touchdown
passes as the Denver Broncos advanced to their fourth Super Bowl
with a 37-21 victory over the Cleveland Browns for the AFC Championship on Sunday.
TUCSON, Ariz. — With his veteran opponents unable to apply any
pressure, rookie Robert Gamez romped over his home course to a fourstroke victory Sunday in the Tucson Open.

BUSINESS — FINANCE
DETROIT — General
MOM Corp. said it will offer
early retirement incentives,
limit new hiring and reduce
advertising spending in a
sweeping cost-cutting plan tied
to an industry slump.
The program has no target
or deadline, spokesman Terry
Sullivan said Friday. It is separate from GM's "Action
Plan" of 1987 that aims to
slash up to $13 billion in costs
by the end of this year.
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Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular attire hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friclay and 8 a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.
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By TODD 0. ROSS
Murray Ledger & Times Siatt Writer

STATE
LOUISVILLE — A new poll shows that about the same number of
Kentuckians played the state lottery seven months after its debut as did
during its first two weeks, a fact one lottery expert termed "puzzling,"
according to a published report
LOUISVILLE — Deborah Brown, an employee of Mother's Cookie
Co., finds a new company policy requiring her and a handful of other
ailing assembly-line workers to sit around and do nothing throughout
their shifts "silly."
OWINGSVILLE — Some Bath County residents are wondering
why "Hee Haw" star Roni Stoneman left them waiting for a theme
park they had hoped would make dreams come true but which probably won't be more than a fantasy.

development at East Tennessee
State University in Johnson City.
Ramsey, a native of Stewart
County, Tenn., who grew up in
nearby Paris, earned the B.A.
degree at Yale University and both
the M.Ed.. and Ed.D. degrees at
Harvard University and has held
administrative positions on both
campuses.

Local growers
finish up year
with a rise in
average prices

Dome in place at MSU
WORLD

35 CENTS

MSU prepares for Ramsey's visit Wednesday
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An attention-getting feature of the Martha Layne Collins Center for Industry and Technology under construction at Murray State University is a pair of geodesic domes which were recently set in place. The
dome shown covers an auditorium in the 121,000-square-foot building which will house several nationally
accredited engineering technology and related high-tech programs in the College of Industry and Technology. Funding of $12.5 million was authorized in the 1986 session of the Kentucky General Assembly for
the facility at 16th and Chestnut. Bell Construction of Brentwood, Tenn., is the general contractor on the
project, which is scheduled for completion in time for occupancy in the fall of 1991.

Nation marks —
King's birthday
with assortment
of activities
By DEBRA ELLIOTT
ATLANTA — Martin Luther
King Jr.'s motto "We shall
overcome" has spread from the
South to South Africa, EliSterii
Europe and the Far East, but his
dream remains unfulfilled, his
widow said before today's holiday honoring him.
A candlelight march is scheduled at 5 p.m. at Murray State
University's Ordway Hall to
honor the memory of King. Ann
Grundy of Central. Ky., will be
the guest speaker at an adress in
the Barkley Room of the Curris
Center following the march.
The local event is being
sponsored by the Office of
Minority Affairs and Minority
Programming Specialists at
MSU.
Church services, parades, and
other celebrations were held
nationwide during the weekend
before the federal holiday,
which for the first time falls on
the slain civil-rights leader's
actual birthday.
He would have been 61
today.
This year's holiday follows s
series of bombings and threats,
apparently racially motivated.
in the Southeast, and a flareup
of racial tensions in Bost0tt,0„
after an apparent hoax In Which .•
a wilik man bad claimed a
blacritoggerrlitally shot his .
Pregnant wife..

(Cont'd on page 2)

Substantial tax increase seems almost
certain with Wilkinson's proposed budget
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

Associated Press Writer

With less than two percent of
air-cured tobacco sales going on
loan, the Western Kentucky Dark
Fired Tobacco Growers Association finished up Friday with a very
good year, said Will Ed Clark, general manager of the grower
association.
"Companies were quite active in
purchasing tobacco," Clark said.
"The average price for tobacco is
up an average of $20 more than
last year."
Clark said the reason for the rise
in sales could mainly be attributed
to an increase in lug sales (sales on
lower stalk tobacco).
Friday's sales in Murray totaled
8,746 pounds for an average price
of $160.97 per hundred pounds.
Murray and Mayfield combined
seasonal totals- were 873,255
pounds for an average price of
$159.60. Murray's seasonal totals
were 140,035 pounds for an average price of $161.10

FRANKFORT, Ky. — During a
series of news conferences to reveal pieces of his proposed budget,
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson has
repeatedly ducked questions about
paying the bills, but promised that
it will be among the best spending
plans in many years.
Now that more pieces of the
budget are available, two things
have become clear.
One is that Wilkinson's budget
will require sizeable additional
state revenues, almost necessitating

a substantial tax increase.
The other is that the budget will
likely represent the largest increase
in state funding in any biennial
budget this decade.
The Wilkinson budget cannot yet
be examined too closely because
no information has been provided
about elementary and secondary
education, which by itself accounts
for about half of any General Fund
budgei Wilkinson promised to provide those figures today.
But even if only modest
increases in education spending are
sought, Wilkinson's total spending
package will require a lot more

money than the state now expects
to take in during the fiscal years of
1991 and 1992.
Trying to add up Wilkinson's
spending plans has been a popular
distraction in the General Assembly during the past week, as the governor has revealed bits and pieces
almost daily. The key figure legislators have been searching for is
how much in new taxes Wilkinson
will have to propose to pay for his
spending plans.
Wilkinson said he will unveil his
tax plans on Tuesday.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Lawmakers disagree whether impeachment
should be considered in Burnette's case
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — hired as a department secretary by
Kentucky Agriculture Commission- Burnette, was convicted of theft by
er Ward "Butch" Burneue's con- deception, also a felony. A Frankviction on a theft-related charge lin Circuit Court jury recomprompted calls for his resignation, mended each be sentenced to one
but key legislators disagree year in prison and fined $1,500.
whether the General Assembly
Burnette and Ms. Campbell were
should consider impeachment.
accused of having her paid June 1,
"If it were me, I would resign," 1988, through June 19, 1988,
House Speaker Don Blandford said although she allegedly did not go
Saturday.
to work until June 20.
"I don't know how a constituBurnette, who was elected in
tional officer could fulfill the 1987, declined to comment except
duties of his job with this hanging to say he will appeal his convicover his head," said Blandford, D- tion. His lawyer, lames-Sipika of
Philpot. "It would be belt for him Lexington, said Saturday he and
to step aside until everything is
Burnette never considered the posresolved."
sibility of a conviction and did not
Boracite was convicted Friday discuss whether Burnette should
night of complicity to commit
theft, a felony. Linda Campbell, (Cont'd on page 2)

Ward "Butch" Burnette
Resignation ahead?
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Governor's road bond project renews debate
over state's highway-construction financing
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associate/ Primo WSW

It's a (paper) jungle out there, student workers at Murray State University found out last week while
sifting through paperwork in preparation for Thursday and Friday's late registration lines. Steve Cole,
Paul Abraham, Gary Morris, David McDowell and Ed Hendon (left to right, facing camera) were in the
Curris Center Wednesday afternoon.

Senate leader outlines revenue proposal
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
Kentucky Senate leader has outlined a plan to boost revenue without resorting to increases in the
sales tax or the state income tax
rates most people pay.
Under the plan Senate President
Pro Tern John "Eck" Rose outlined, extra money would be raised
through eliminating key income tax
deductions, making all residents
pay their fair share of property taxes and perhaps taking a bit more
from some of the state's wealthiest
residents.
Rose made the suggestions in
Lexington during and after WLEXTV's "Your Government" program, which was broadcast Sunday.
The Senate leader said he did not
know exactly how much money
was needed or how much revenue

his suggestions would generate.
But he suggested that the spending
proposals Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
has outlined recently was too much
to expect.
"I would be very surprised when
the session ends if we put more
than $350 million to $450 million
in new money into the system,"
said the Winchester Democrat.
The governor has propsed a vast
array of new programs during several news conferences during the
past two weeks. Wilkinson has
advocated nearly $900 million in
increased spending in the next twoyear budget, which he is due to
announce Tuesday.
Although Wilkinson has not said
specifically how he intends to raise
the money to fund his proposed
programs, he has indicated that he,

Burnette...

credibility problem" if he retains
his office, but stopped short of
calling for Burnette to step down.
"I think it's a personal decision for
him to make," Stumbo said.
All three expressed reluctance to
initiate impeachment proceedings
against Burnette, which the House
is authorized to do under the Kentucky Constitution. Other House
leaders could not be reached for
comment.
Shuffett said the legislature does
not have the authority to impeach
Burnette for this conviction until
after the judgment against him
becomes final. The judgment will
not become final until after he is

(Cont'd from page 1)
resign.
"That's a political matter, something he'll have to decide," Shuffett said, adding: "This case isn't
over yet. We have to decide what
our next move is going to be and
we need time."
House Democratic Caucus
Chairman lady Richards, DBowling Green, took the same position as Blandford.
House Majority Leader Greg
Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg, agreed
that Burnette "certainly faces a
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No Appointment Necessary
or Call 759-9811
Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8; Sat. 9-6 & Sun. 1-5,

too, would advocate closing some
tax loopholes. But Wilkinson
refuses to call his measures tax
increases, a term Rose does not shy
away from.
"The fact is that it is going to be
a tax increase," he said.

Growers...
(Cont'd from page 1)
The first fire-cured auction will
begin 9 a.m. Wednesday at the Farris Loose Leaf Floor in Murray.
Barn-door buying began last week
for the fire-cured tobacco.
Clark said the association was
getting $2.20 per round at the
beginning of the barn-door sales.

sentenced — probably in six to
eight weeks — and until all appeals
are exhausted, which could take
years, he said.
Shuffett vowed to fight if the
legislature tries to act sooner.
Several leaders of the Senate,
which would try Burnette if the
House impeached him, declined to
take positions on what Burnette or
the General Assembly should do.
Senate President Pro Tern John
"Eck" Rose, D-Winchester, called
the question "premature."
But Sen. Ed O'Daniel, chairman
of the Legislative Board of Ethics
and the Senate Judiciary-Civil
Committee, said the issue was not
premature.
"Some may argue it would be
inappropriate to impeach while an
appeal is pending, but I don't share
that view because impeachment is
not strictly a criminal law procedure," said O'Daniel, D Springfield.
O'Daniel said now would be the
time to begin impeachment proceedings, if Burnette doesn't resign
and the General Assembly intends
to get involved.
Impeachment would have to be
considered during the regular session, or Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
would have to specifically place it
on a special session agenda,
O'Daniel said.
Burnette may be the first state
constitutional officeholder to be
convicted of a felony while in
office. If the House were to take
action, he also could be the first
state constitutional officeholder to
be impeached.
Thomas D. Clark, professor
emeritus of history at the University of Kentucky, said he could recall
no previous instances.
Senate Whip Helen Garrett, DPaducah, said the conviction is
"tragic" for Burnette — a former
seven-term representative from
Fulton County — his family, western Kentucky and the entire state.
"I think with his background in
farming, he would have been a
great agriculture commissioner,"
Garrett said. "I hate to see that
wasted.''
Garrett said Burnette should not
have to resign and the General
Assembly should not initiate
impeachment proceedings until
after he completes his appeal. But
she urged that the appeal be
pursued "in as timely a fashion as
possible."

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The pursuit of a $600 million road bond
issue by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's
administration has renewed
debate over highway-construction
financing that has been brewing in
Kentucky for a decade.
The debate involves not only
who pays, but when.
Wilkinson has taken the position
that governors have always taken
— "We have never built major
roads with cash."
True enough, say legislators.
"That doesn't mean it ought not
be done," said Sen. Mike Moloney, D-Lexington, the chairman of
the Senate Appropriations and
Revenue Committee.
Two specific incidents shape the
debate.
In 1979, the legislature dedicated
some $21 million from the General
Fund to the Road Fund to help
retire the debt on the so-called
Resource Recovery Road bond
issue. That figure was to rise to
$42 million annually.
Just four years later, in the midst
of a financial crisis, the administration of Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.,
began withholding that transfer. It
has not been made since, the result
being $42 million of Road Fund
money that might otherwise have
been available for construction
went to debt service instead.
In 1989 and 1990, Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson proposed that $35 million be transferred from the Road
Fund to the General Fund to
finance the state police, again
because of a financial pinch.
In both instances, the General
Assembly went along with the
administration, though not without
some grumbling.
The new bond proposal has
again raised questions about the
Resource Recovery Road debt service, which will continue for
another 20 years.
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville, the
chairman of the House Appropriations and Revenue Committee, said
that if enough money is available
in the General Fund, the debt service payments could continue,
thereby freeing some $84 million
more every two-year budget period
from the Road Fund for
construction.
If that happens, "You've probably got all the money you can
spend in a biennium," Clarke said.
The legislative and executive
branches differ on how much the
debt service on a $600 million'
bond issue would ultimately cost,
but the consensus seems to be
somewhere between $1.2 billion
and $1.4 billion over 20 years.
Moloney takes a broader view,
adding the expected debt service on
the bond issue to the Resource
Recovery Road payments.
"You've got the option of either
having $600 million over the next
few years or over $2.25 billion
over the next 20 years if you properly support the Road Fund,
Moloney said.
Clarke said a bond issue of the
type Wilkinson is seeking restricts
the state's future ability to build
roads because the money must be
used for debt service.

Tar increase...
(Cont'd from page 1)
According to the official Wilkinson administration revenue estimates made in October 1989, the
General Fund will have $7.494 billion to spend in the 1991 and 1992
fiscal years. In addition, the official
prediction was that $97 million
would be provided by the Kentucky
lottery each year to the General
Fund. Added together, that would
mean $895 million more to spend
in the coming biennium over the
current budget period.
Those revenue estimates are subject to official change on Tuesday
and most observers expect the lottery figures to be reduced. But the
Tuesday estimates will also include
whatever tax increases Wilkinson
will propose.
On the spending side, Wilkinson
has outlined some $868 million
more he wants to appropriate from
the General Fund in the coming
biennium when compared to the
previous budget enacted by the
legislature, leaving some $27 million in expected revenue as yet
unaccounted for.
Daily news conferences have
been held to highlight the spending
Wilkinson wants to do in human
services, $398 million; higher education, $206 million; corrections,
$89 million; natural resources, $36
million; economic development,
$29 million; workforce development, $27.3 million; and tourism.

"I'm uncomfortable with letting
one administration make all the
decisions," Clarke said.
Road projects, however, have a
unique attraction to legislators and
the discomfort about the bond
proposal is far from universal.
Rep. Clayton Little, D-Virgie,
the chairman of the House Transportation Committee, said he supports the bond projects.
"It takes care of the major road
expenditures to where we could
keep our road plan intact," Little
said.
His Senate committee counterpart, Sen. Woody May, D-West
Liberty, is undecided, but will not

look fondly on it if only a few projects are to be funded.
"I want to see their final draft,"
May said.
Wilkinson has identified nine
projects to be financed with the
bond proceeds — two legs of the
AA Highway, various sections of
U.S. 127, Kyles Lane in Kenton
County, U.S. 25E in Bell and Knox
counties, U.S. 60 in McCracken
County, U.S. 68-Kentucky 80 from
Bowling Green to Cadiz, U.S. 23
and 119 in Pike and Letcher counties and an approach road to a
proposed new bridge in Daviess
County.

Marshall's judge-executive says he
will keep selling timber bridges
BENTON, Ky.(AP) — Marshall
County Judge-Executive Mike
Miller says he will sell timber
bridges to county governments in
his spare time until someone tells
him it's illegal.
So far, the state attorney general's office and the Kentucky State
Police have elected not to conduct
full-scale investigations of various
allegations that Miller was breaking the law in regard to such sales.
Both agencies, however, looked
into the allegations last year.
The attorney general's office
found nothing in conflict-ofinterest laws that would prevent
Miller from making the sales as
long as he didn't sell to his own

King•
••

(Cont'd from page I)
It also comes at a time of gains
for blacks — the election of David
Dinkins, first black mayor of New
York City, and the nation's first
elected black governor, L. Douglas
Wilder of Virginia.
There were plans in all 50 states
and 144 other countries for bells to
ring and for a moment of silence in
honor of King at 12:30 p.m. EST.
The Liberty Bell in Philadelphia
was to be tapped, and the New
York Stock Exchange planned to
pause.
Events planned in Atlanta,
King's hometown, included an ecumenical service at Ebenezer Baptist
Church, where he was pastor, and a
"March of Celebration." The parade was being televised nationally
for the first time.
King, the son of an Atlanta Baptist minister, led non-violent marches in the South in the 1950s and
1960s in a quest to end discrimination against blacks and other
minorities. He was assassinated on
April 4, 1968, in Memphis, Tenn.
On Sunday, Coitus Scott King,
delivered her annual "state of the
dream" address at Ebenezer Baptist Church.
The widow applauded prodemocracy shifts *worldwide and
said the civil rights movement
would not be deterred by the recent
wave of bombings and threats
against blacks. A federal judge and
a black Savannah lawyer were
killed in two bombings.
"In the last year, we've seen
$12.5 million.
In addition, Wilkinson has said
he will no longer advocate the
spending of $35 million from the
Road Fund each year for state
police activities. That will mean
$70 million more will have to be
spent from the General Fund in the
coming budget to make up the
difference.
But even if he proposes only a 5
percent annual increase in funding
for elementary and secondary education, that would require some
$325 million in new spending next
biennium.
Wilkinson told legislators during
a private meeting a few weeks ago
that a tax increase of $450 million
per year might be "doable." Given
the current scenario, almost AB of
that appears targeted for education.
During each of the news conferences, Wilkinson has bragged
about how his budget will be the
best the state has seen in a decade
or more.
Based solely on :spending
increases, it is approaching that
threshhold.
The current budget period, which
includes fiscal years 1989 and
1990, included the spending of
$659 million more than the previous budget period.
The biggest spending increase of
any budget in the past decade took
place in the fiscal years of 1987
and 1988, when just over $1 billion
more was spent than the previous
budget.

county, but the office passed on
related allegations to the state
police.
Maj. Thomas Rakestraw, commander of the state police Drug
Enforcement and Special Investigations Branch, said the state police
made preliminary inquiries but
decided not to conduct a full investigation because officials did not
believe they could mount a criminal case.
Miller said recently that questions a newspaper raised about the
sales last spring had hurt his bridge
business, but he declined to specify
how active he has been since that
time.
hundreds of thousands of people
marching through the streets of
Berlin and Beijing, Budapest and
Pretoria, Moscow, Warsaw and
Prague, all singing 'We Shall
Overcome' in a host of languages," she said.
"We're not going to be turned
around by letter bombs or threats
or any kind of violence," she said.
"Instead, we're going forward,
with unity and courage and
commitment."
Also in Atlanta, more than 500
students and teachers at Booker T.
Washington High School joined
civil rights leader Rosa Parks to
paint a mural dedicated to King.
The mural displayed, "Let Freedom Ring."
In Boston, where blacks have
complained about aggressive police
tactics in their search for the killer
of a pregnant white woman in
October, about 25 activists planned
to demonstrate at a King memorial
breakfast today to protest the presence of Mayor Raymond Flynn.
Tensions have been heightened
after revelations that Charles Stuart
himself probably killed his wife.
He committed suicide this month.
"We don't feel Mayor Flynn
should have a seat of honor at this
occasion," said Sadiki Kambon,
director of a group called the Community for Human Rights.
Federal offices were closed
today, and state workers had the
day off in the 46 states that recognize the holiday. The four without
King holidays are Arizona, Montana, Idaho and New Hampshire.
Wyoming is observing the holiday
this year only.

Ramsey...
(Cont'd from page 1)
He has also served as chancellor
of the West Virginia board of
regents, a deputy commissioner in
the Texas system of higher education and secretary of education in
the Virginia governor's cabinet.
Ramsey has taught at West Virginia University and The College of
William and Mary.
His experience also includes
positions with the Virginia State
Council of Higher Education and
as director of evaluation for the
Commission on Institutions of
Higher Education of the New England Association of Schools and
Colleges, a regional accrediting
agency.
Kerry B. Harvey of Benton,
chairman of the board of regents,
has indicated that the board hopes
to name a president at a meeting
Feb. 17 following campus visits by
all finalists.
The new president, to be the
eighth in Murray State history, is
expected to take office July 1 at the
expiration of the contract of Dr.
Kala M. Stroup. She is on a sabbatical leave serving as a senior fellow with the American Association
of State Colleges and Universities
in Washington, D.C.
Dr. James L. Booth, vice president for academic affairs, is serving as acting president.
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Wilkinson proposes new cabinet to help train state's workforce
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Aseeefeted Prose Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — A new
cabinet to combine vocational education and other state progrvna to
help train Kentucky's workforce
will help address the state's most
critical economic development
issue, Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
said.
Wilkinson proposed the creation
of a Cabinet for Workforce Development on Sunday in his continuing series of news conferences to
highlight the budget he will prop-

ose to the General Assembly on
Tuesday.
Also Sunday, Wilkinson
announced he will seek $398 million more for human services
spending in the coming two budget
years, including some money from
proceeds of the Kentucky lottery.
Wilkinson said reform of the
state's elementary and secondary
education system will not appear in
the workplace for many years.
"Future job security for our
workers will depend on their ability
to undergo extensive and repeated
training and retraining over their

lifetimes," Wilkinson said.
In addition to almost all vocational programs, the new cabinet
would encompass some stray areas
within state government, such as
the Kentucky Literacy Commission
and adult education programs.
Wilkinson said practical solutions to training programs will be
offered, such as offering night
adult-education classes and added
child-care programs at vocational
and technical schools.
Overall, Wilkinson said he will
propose the spending of $27.3 million more in the coming budget on

Former state Superintendent McDonald
charged with second shoplifting offense
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Former state Superintendent of Public
Instruction Alice McDonald has
been charged with taking $38
worth of merchandise from a grocery, the second alleged shoplifting
incident involving her in four
months.
McDonald, 49, allegedly
removed unspecified items from
display shelves at a Kroger store in
eastern Jefferson County, concealed them in a large purse and went
through the checkout lane without
paying for them Saturday.
According to the arrest record,
McDonald identified herself as
Olga Christine Coig. She was taken
to the Jefferson County jail and
booked under that name on a misdemeanor charge of theft by unlawful taking of less than $100.
The county's division of pretrial
services, which interviewed McDonald, confirmed her identity, Jefferson County Corrections Capt. Larry
Najjar said. Coig is McDonald's
maiden name, Najjar said.
The arrest record showed her
address as in the 7800 block of
Montiro Drive, but the 1989 city
and county Criss-Cross directory
shows no such street.
McDonald is scheduled to be
arraigned in Jefferson District

in Shively, declined to comment.
Bacons requested mediation aria
received no restitution from McDonald and agreed not to pursue the
case, according to a county memo
last October. McDonald agreed not
to sue the store or the Shively
Police Department, which cited
her.
At the time she was cited,
McDonald was employed by the
county's Family and Neighborhood
Services Cabinet as a deputy for
resource development. She lost that
$46,195 job last week when County Judge-Executive Dave Armstrong cut her and a dozen other
employees from the payroll.

Court on Tuesday.
McDonald was released about
6:45 p.m. EST, about three hours
after the arrest, after posting 10
percent of a $500 bond, plus a $4
filing fee. She refused to answer
questions from reporters outside
the jail and left in a waiting taxi.
McDonald's husband, Jefferson
District Judge Glenn McDonald,
said she has been receiving treatment for several months for "her
problem."
George Salem, an attorney who
represented McDonald after she
was cited last Sept. 14 for allegedly
shoplifting $91 worth of merchandise at the Bacons department store

the various programs contained
within the new cabinet structure.
Key legislators who were briefed
on the human services spending
plan prior to Wilkinson's public
announcement were generally
pleased with the proposals.
"I think it's a pretty good
budget," said Rep. Marshall Long,
D-Shelbyville, chairman of the
House budget review subcommittee
on human resources. "Of course,
we haven't looked at the hard numbers yet."
Long complimented the cabinet
for keeping in touch with legislators about budget priorities.
"They had a priority list and
they went right down the list until
they ran out of money," Long said.
Rep. Tom Burch, D-Louisville,
chairman of the House Health and
Welfare Committee, said he was
not as happy with the Wilkinson
administration's efforts to keep
legislators informed and said it was
a tactical error.
"The governor needs allies in
selling these types of programs,"
Burch said.
Burch said he disagreed with
some of the choices made by the
cabinet in spending new money,
but added, "Overall, I don't have
any problem."
Wilkinson said the budget gets
to the root of problems and lets
needy Kentuckians help
themselves.
"This budget will enable us to
reach even farther out in meeting

ladle mae

the needs of Kentuckians less able
to protect and provide for themselves," Wilkinson said.
Much of the additional funding
in human services is to comply
with federally required changes in
the welfare system, including
Medicaid and Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC).
Wilkinson's budget includes no
general increase in the amount of
money provided to AFDC families,
but would expand eligibility by
some 32,000 people. Eligibility for
Medicaid would also increase.
Other initiatives include addi-

•

tional cancer screening services,
residential treatment of troubled
youth, respite and community care
for mentally retarded, more foster
care and capital projects to replace
the Hazelwood facility in Jefferson
County with a 118-bed facility on
the grounds of Central State Hospital and a series of group homes
around the state.
Wilkinson said he will provide
information about his education
funding plans on Monday and will
release the long-awaited details
about how he intends to pay for his
initiatives on Tuesday.

••

WHAT'S COOKIN'
ON MONDAY?
Country-Fried $
ar%
Steak Dinner
a•77
Served with a choice of3 vegetables and
a roll or cornbread.
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Limited -Time
Offer
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Monday Only
Frorn 4 pin
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•
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AND SPECIAL PURCHASE

Five real estate
courses set for
spring semester
Five real estate courses, four in
the evening and one daytime offering, are scheduled on the campus
of Murray State University for the
spring semester.
Dr. William B. Seale, chairman
of the Department of Management
and Marketing, listed the oncampus evening courses, which are
scheduled from 6 to 9 p.tri., as:
Mondays — Real Estate 242,
Real Estate Law.
Tuesdays — Real Estate 246,
Advanced Appraising.
Wednesdays — Real Estate 234,
Real Estate Marketing II.
Thursdays — Real Estate 132,
Real Estate Principles L
Real Estate Principles is also
offered from 11:30 a.m. to 12:20
p.m. on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays.
Each of the courses carries three
semester hours of undergraduate
credit. Fees are $48 a semester
hour for undergraduate credit for
Kentucky residents.
Late registration for the spring is
from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Thursday and
Friday, Jan. 11-12, in the Curris
Center. Evening and part-time students may also register from 5 to 7
p.m. Tuesday through Thursday,
Jan. 16-18. Classes begin meeting
Jan. 16.
Anyone with questions about the
real estate courses may call Seale
at (502) 762-6196.

"Car/Carry" Transportable
Cellular Telephone
CT-201 By Radio Shack

Adapter Kit and Two Batteries

•Tandy

Rog. Separate
Items 1140.85

'Special price of 1599 requires new activation and minimum service commitment with Radio Shack
cellular phone carrier ($799 without activation) See store manager for details

VHS Hi-Fl Stereo VCR With Remote

Compact Personal Dot-Matrix Printer

'OO95

l
i
g

Theater-like sound! Remote on-screen programming of 21-day/6-event timer. HQ system. QuickRea
4995-* Timer recording. #16-615
Remote batteries extra

Low As $15 Per Month.

Cassette Recorder

STA-2380 By Realistic

249

#31-3007

Was $399.95 in

SUPERTAPE' By Realistic

40% Off

Cut 57%

60-Minute 89e
#44-921

29
9
5 :9745.
Voice actuation and
cue/review. #14-1049

Low As $15
Par Month.

1989 Catalog #432

Floor/Shelf Speaker

Audio Cassette Tape

CTR-82 By Realistic

Save 950
1111 wilt per closest Nelms twaIS.S sloo
from ZS-PS.100 Hz, rah N mars Ise OM% T1W

Reg
279.95

Tandy/IBM'. graphics printer emulations. Push tractor saves paper. Up to 100 cps. #26-2821 IBM/Reg TM IBM Corp

100-Watt Digital AM/FM Stereo Receiver

Has 12 memory presets

Low As S34
Per Month•

1000 SL-2 With 512K RAM
•Popular CM-5 Color Monitor
•DeskMate 10-in-1 Software
•Quicken Financial Software
is Instant Pages Form Designer
MDeskMate
• RIghtWriter Grammar Checker
MS-DOSI and DeskMate Graphical User Discover the DeskMate
Difference .. The Friendly
Interface" built in. #25-1402/1043/1331
MS-DOS licensed from Microsoft Corp
Face in the PC Crowd'

Cut $100
Low As $15 Pier Month•

_J

DMP 107 By Tandy

Reg. 1.49
90-Minute
Reg. 1.99

10-Band Stereo Equalizer/Expander
By Realistic

TRC-220 By Realistic

HALF 1095
PRICE! 41
•8" Long-Throw Woofer
•21/2" Tweeter

119

'44-922

Batteries extra

Rugged CB Walkie-Talkie

Nova -16 By Realistic

Murray man
charged with
receiving
stolen property

Reg. Separate Items 1473.80

Stay in touch! Perfect business tool—
increase your productivity. 3-watt output. #17-1005/203/23-181

With Portable

TANDY°
1000 SL/2

Save io9895
$37485 I

Save $54185
00*
Low As $20 Per Month.

Computer With Color
Monitor and Software

MI1111111

1111111111

Each

Six-Channels, Five Watts
Most powerful you can buy! Range-Boost
antenna system. With Ch. 14 crystals.
Auto modulation coritt01. #21-1640

Perfect for dorm or apartment!
18,/2" high. #40-4036

Save 8995 Reg'
139.95

IMX
Stereo
Expander

$50
Spectrum display lets you "see the shape" of the
sound and adjust it to fit your listening room. #31-2020
MX TM/Sci-coustics. Inc

Murray Police Department officers arrested a Murray man Friday
for receiving stolen property in
December of last year.
James Robert (Bobby) Tanner
Jr., 21, Route 6, was charged with
receiveing stolen property after
Del Sgt. Charles Peeler obtained a
warrant Thursday.
Peeler received information in
December that Tanner was allegedly in possession of tools taken in
the burglary of Home Lumber Co.
in Union City, Term Further investigation led Peeler to where the
tools were stored and a warrant
was issued.
Tanner was lodged in the Calloway County Jail and has since been
released on a $10,000 bond.

Hi-Power Car Cassette
By Realistic

Cut*40 8995

Reg.

24 watts total power! Digital tuner with 12
presets, seek, scan. *12-1926

Full-Size Stereo 'Phones

LCD Digital Multimeter

Dual-Powered Calculator

Nova-55 By Realistic

By Microntat

EC-2013 By Radio Shack

33% Off

Cut 25%
2788 zti

20% Off
1588 ;1915

1995 271

,

Compact Perfect for testing home or car electronics. #22-188 Returnee extfl

Auto-switches from solar to battery Built-in
desk stand. #65-575

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio/back Store or Dealer Nearest You
•hadio Shack Valu•Plue revolving

Payment

may vary

depending upon your purchase,

PRICES APPLY AT PARTICIPATING STORES AND DEALERS

Most Major Credit
Cards Welcome
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Furry debate: Barbarians vs. hunters

The selling of The Budget, 1990
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Maar

FRANKFORT. Ky. — Above all, Gov. Wallace Wilkinson is a
salesman.
From selling produce from the back of a cart in Casey County, through
selling books from the trunk of his car and finally selling himself to the
voters of Kentucky, Wilkinson has spent a lifetime persuading others to
buy something they may or may not need.
So it comes as no surprise that Wilkinson has decided to use that talent
to sell his budget.
Four days last week, Wilkinson trotted out agency officials, university
presidents, easels and nifty posters to illustrate his budget proposals for
various state agencies.
In the 20 years that Rep. Joe Clarke has been watching gubernatorial
budgets from his perch as chairman of the House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee, it was the first time he had ever seen a governor do
it quite that way.
"I can see what he's doing and I think it's pretty smooth," Clarke said.
"You can focus on the areas and they're not giving enough details to pick
on it."
Traditionally, governors drop the entire budget into the collective legislative lap on a single day, something comparable to a load of gravel sliding out of a dump truck on somebody's head.
Wilkinson himself did just that two years ago with his budget, but he
said he was not pleased with the attention given his initiatives and decided to dribble out his latest spending plan.
The advantages of the new tactic are not lost on legislators.
"He's building pressure groups on the legislature, obviously," said
Rep. Marshall Long, D-Shelbyville, a member of the House budget panel.
"Politically, it's sound on his part," agreed Rep. Kenny Rapier, DBardstown.
Indeed, Wilkinsons' news conferences have featured the new programs,
buildings, projects and roads that his budget offers.
From a laundry list of improvements and expansions at various state
parks to roads he will build, Wilkinson is putting the spotlight on items
that have natural support.
"It's traditional pork barrel politics," said Sen. Mike Maloney, DLexington, the chairman of the Senate Appropriations and Revenue Committee. "There's nothing wrong with pork barrel politics as long as
you're honest about it.'
And there's the rub for legislators.
While Wilkinson trumpets how much money he wants to spend on
wonderful programs and projects, he declines to add up those figures or
offer any explanation about how he intends to pay for them.
"As a legislator, I might kind of look at it with a jaundiced eye until
we start talking about revenue," Long said.
Rapier, who is Democratic whip as well as a member of the budget
panel, said Kentuckians can see through Wilkinson's strategy.
"I don't feel the people are that naive to believe that these things can
happen without taxes, Rapier said.
But Clarke said Wilkinson's strategy may include that item.
"If he comes with a tax program that's unpassable, then we're going to
be the bad guys because we're going to have to take all the stuff back,"
Clarke said.
Clarke said the General Assembly may have an out if Wilkinson really
does propose a tax increase.
"If he comes with a tax program, then the legislature is in a position to
say, 'You're talking about an astronomical amount of money, then it's up
to you to get the votes for it," Clarke said. "I think it would be the
ultimate in buck-passing if he initiates a program for increased revenue
and then walks away from it."
Clarke said he harbors some suspicions about Wilkinson's strategy.
"I'm not sure that the governor's convinced what he's proposing will
fly," Clarke said.
The scenario goes something like this, Clarke said — Wilkinson
believes that only so much revenue can be raised and his program exceeds
that amount. Expectations are raised, the legislature can't meet them.
"It's our fault," Clarke said.
"Maybe the way for us to resolve that thing is say, 'It's your program,
you get the votes and we'll pass it," Clarke said.
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"Your wife wear a genuine fur
coat?" Slats Grobnilc said.
Yes. Why do you ask?
"I just wondered if you ever feel
guilty."
Why should I feel guilty? We
didn't steal
"You know what I mean. All
them cuddly little bustles that had
to die so your wife can have a fancy coat to throw across the back of
the chair while she's having cocktails and a salad for lunch in some
fancy joint on Michaigan Avenue
with a lot of gossipy society babes
and their fur coats."
She eats bologna sandwiches at
home. And she wears the coat
because it's warm.
"C'mon, the animal rights people
wouldn't buy that. If your wife

All other subscribers $59.50.

Name
Address
State

City
Zip

Phone(

)

By Mike
Royko
wants to be warm, she can wear
long underwear. So don't you feel
a little guilty?"
"Actually, the animals who make
up her coat are said to be nasty. If
you put your hand near them,
they'd nip off your fingers and eat
them.
"That's no excuse. don't you
ever think about how barbaric it is

LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN
Ten years ago
Silas Leroy Johnson, 42, of Rt.
I, Hardin, died a truck 40cidenton
Highway 80 near Hardin yesterday,
according to Marshall County Coroner Jess Collier.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Wimberley,
Dec. 20; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Phillip Boyd, Jan 3; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. John Michel McCuiston,
Jan. 8.
Trisha Clark was crowned Miss
Rainbow for year 1979 by Murray
Assembly No. 19 Order of the
Rainbow for Girls.
Dell Frazier, local artist from
Kirksey community, has a display
of her works at Calloway County
Public Library during the month of
January.
Twenty years ago
Steve Willoughby, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Aubrey Willoughby, and
Gayle Rogers, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James Rogers, have been
elected Mr. and Miss University
School for 1969-70. Both are
seniors.
William E. Moffett, Jack Covey,
Gary Covey, Henry Sledd, Ralph
Clark, Charles Nesbitt, Henry Hudson, Sam Lee and Calvin Hill are
new officers of Hazel Lodge No.
31 Free and Accepted Masons.
Murray High School Tigers beat
Hickman County Falcons 56 to 55
in a basketball game. High team

Letter to the Editor
Band Boosters
thank community
for its support
Dear Editor:
The Murray Band Boosters
would like to take this opportunity
to thank the entire community for
it's support.
Your financial and moral support
is vital to an organization such as
this. Whether it be purchasing citrus fruit and cheese and sausage, or
saving aluminum cans, or having
your car washed, or eating at the
concession stand at sporting events
or just attending our preformances
we want to thank you.
We want to say a special thank
you to the following businesses
who have helped us tremendously:
HT Marketing, National Truck
Repair, Murray Auto Parts, Century 21, McDonalds, Arby's, Pizza
Hut, Sirloin Stockade, Pockets, KMart, and Cash and Carry.
Sincerely,
Glenda Wilson
Murray Band Booster
Secretary

scorers were Allen Hudspeth for
Murray and Jordan for Hickman.
Thirty years ago
Hewlett Cooper, area health educator of Kentucky Department of
Health, is presently enrolled in a
course by Radiological Health
Training Activities at Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Mrs. C.S. Lowry reveiwed the
play, "Plain and Fancy," at a meeting of Sigma Department of Murray Woman's Club.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Bailey Dill, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Gene Watson, and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Russell.
Forty years ago
The bodies of Robert Healy and
Eugene Slocom were found Jan. 14
and of Talmadge Burkeen this
morning in the Pine Bluff section
of Kentucky Lake, according to
Calloway County Sheriff Wayne
Flora. Calloway County Coroner
Max Churchill ruled accidental
drowning for all three men who
had been missing since going duck
hunting on New Year's Day.
Mrs. George Hart, librarian at
Murray High School, has been
named to state committee of Libraries by Kentucky Library Association and Kentucky Education
Association.

Residents are
encouraged to
write Letters
to the Editor
Letters to the Editor are welcomed and encouraged front
residents of the community. All
letters must be signed by the
writer and the writer's telephone number must be included
for verification. The telephone
number will not be published.
Letters to the Editor should
be typed and double-spaced
when at all possible. Letters
should be on topics of interest
to the general public.
Letters must not exceed 500
words in length. Longer letters
cannot be published.
The editor reserves the right
to condense or reject any letter,
as well as limit the publication
of frequent writers' letters.
Residents should address all
correspondence to: Letter to the
Editor, the Murray Ledger &
Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray,
Kentucky 42071.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The winning numbers selected
Saturday in the Kentucky State
Lottery's Kentucky Cash game
were 7-4-0.
The winning numbers
selected Saturday in the Kentucky Lottery's Lotto game
were 7-21-24-34-38-42.

Read the want ads daily
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for someone who's supposed to be at somebody, you call him a dirty
civilized to be wrapping them- rat. You don't call him a dirty duck
selves in the hides of defenseless Of a dirty bunny."
creatures?"
True, a rat is a rodent, but so is
Yes, I suppose you could say my the rabbit, the beaver and many
wife is barbaric. But since I don't other creatures. All members of the
wear furs, I'm not.
rodentia family. So it is possible
"Yeah, but you approve of her that you slew a 44th cousin of
doing it."
Mickey Mouse or even Bugs
That's because I'm on record as Bunny.
being a strong advocate of feminist
"Maybe so, but I'm not going to
rights. I believe a woman can do as apologize for killing them, the dirty
she chooses with her body, and if rats."
she wishes to wrap her body in
How heartless. Some of your
furs, that is up to her.
victims may have been loving
"What about the animals? Don't
momma rats, or doting daddy rats.
Think of how many of their tiny
you care about their rights?"
You know that I have always
ones you have made orphans and
been an animal lover. I've even
the childhood trauma they suffered.
"You're using the old media
learned to tolerate cats, which
trick of mixing apples and oranges.
hasn't been easy.
"Hey, anybody can say they love I'm talking about fur coats."
I've admitted my wife wears a
animals. But I haven't seen you
come our four-square against fur fur and, therefore, is barbaric. But
coats. How would you like it if what about you? I've seen your
your foot was caught in a trap by teeth tearing at a steak, a lamb
some yahoo in Minnesota and he chop, and a slab of ham. How do
you justify that, especially the
came along and skinned you?"
That's why I stay out of Minne- ham? Did you know pigs are just
sota. Besides, who are you to talk? about as smart as dolphins? Have
"Well, my wife don't have a fur you no feelings for Porky Pig?
"Gotcha. I gave up red meats a
coat."
couple
of years ago, but you
That's because you're a cheapskate. But I know for a fact that you didn't."
Only because your doctor said
have hunted.
that
cholesterol was squirting from
"Me hunt? You're crazy. I grew
your ears. But you still go fishing.
up watching Bambi and Donald
"That's different. When I catch a
Duck and Bugs Bunny at tpe
movies. There was no way I could big fish, I'm saving the lives of all
put Bambi in the cross hairs. Why, the weak little fish the big fish
when I was a kid, my old man and would eat. I'm on the side of the
Uncle Beer Belly Frank came home --' little guy."
What do you use for bait?
with a bunch of dead rabbits and
"Worms."
threw them on the kitchen table. I
The most humble of creatures,
snuck out to a pay phone and
called the cops and told them that content to burrow in the ground,
my old man and uncle bumped off asking only not to be trod upon by
Bugs Bunny and all his relatives an early-morning golfer. And you
and I'd testify. So don't say I ever impale them for sport. Shame,
went hunting. I'd enjoy hunting if shame.
"See, you're ducking the fur coat
they had open season on people
issue
again."
who double-park, but the laws are
Wait a minute, if my memory is
too liberal to ever have that."
Your memory has grown dim. correct, your wife used to wear a
Have you forgotten when we used
fur coat.
to hunt together in the alley?
"I don't remember."
"You mean when We used to get
Of course you do. It was a large,
up on the garage roof with a pile of
billowy garment.
bricks and when the rats came out,
"OK, you're right, she used to.
we'd conk 'em?"
But she don't anymore."
Yes, we spent many a sporting
Has she, too, become an animal
evening that way.
rights activist?
"But you can't say something
"No, she stopped wearing it
like that was hunting."
because I said that the last time I
Why not? and to our discredit, saw anything that looked like her
we didn't even take them for food
in that coat, it was sniffing around
or their pelts for garments. It was
a fire hydrant. So now she only
nothing more than our primitive,
wears it when she shovels the
bloodthirsty instincts. As I recall, driveway. So I'm off the hook."
But the worm isn't. Cruel worm
with your keen eye and strong arm,
killer.
you amassed an impressive furry
"Uncaring meat eater."
body count.
Well, we resovled that issue.
"But they was only rats. And
"Right. So when does spring
everybody knows that rats are no
training begin?"
good. That's why when you're mad

Today is Monday, Jan. 15, the 15th day of 1990. There are 350 days
left in the year. This is the Martin Luther King Jr. holiday.
"
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 15, 1929, civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr. was born in
Atlanta.
On this date:
In 1559, England's Queen Elizabeth I was crowned in Westminster
Abbey.
In 1777, the people of New Connecticut declared their independence.
The tiny republic later became the state of Vermont.
In 1870, the Democratic party was represented as a donkey for the first
time in a cartoon by Thomas Nast in "Harper's Weekly."
In 1919, pianist and statesman Ignace Paderewski became the first premier of the newly created republic of Poland.
In 1943, work was completed on the Pentagon.
In 1967, the Green Bay Packers of the National Football League
defeated the Kansas City Chiefs of the American Football League 35-10
in the first Super Bowl.
In 1973, President Nixon announced the suspension of all U.S. offensive action in North Vietnam.
In 1976, Sara Jane Moore was sentenced to life in prison for her
attempt to shoot President Ford in San Francisco.
In 1978, Lisa Levy and Margaret Bowman, two students at Florida
State University in Tallahassee, were murdered in their sorority house.
Theodore Bundy was later convicted of the crime.
In 1983, Meyer Lansky, the reputed underworld patriarch who never
served a major prison term, died in Miami Beach, Fla., at age 81.
In 1987, entertainer Ray Bolger, perhaps best known for his role as the
Scarecrow in the 1939 MGM musical "The Wizard of Oz," died in Los
Angeles at age 83.
Ten years ago: Iran ordered American reporters to leave the country in
three days, having already accused the journalists of biased reporting in
the hostage crisis.
Five years ago: Brazilian opposition leader Tancredo de Almeida Neves
was overwhelmingly elected president. However, Neves died before he
could be inaugurated. Jose Sarney, elected as vice president, took his
place.
One year ago: NATO, the Warsaw Pact and 12 other European countries adopted a human rights and security agreement in Vienna, Austria.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Lloyd Bridges is 77. The Archbishop of New
York, John J. O'Connor, is 70. Actress Margaret O'Brien is 53. Singer
Captain Beetheart is 49. Actress-singer Char° is 39.
Thought for Today: "The good neighbor looks beyond the external
accidents and discerns those inner qualities that make all men human and,
therefore, brothers." — Martin Luther King Jr. (1929-1968).
— Ity The Associated

Press
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Words of Brotherhood Are
A Prophecy for Our Times
DEAR READERS: Today we
pay tribute to a great American,
Martin Luther King Jr.His words
of wisdom are even more meaningful today than they were 23
years ago, when he said: "One
day,somebody should remind us
that even though there may be
political and ideological differences between us, the Vietnamese are our brothers, the Russians are our brothers, the Chinese are our brothers; and one
day we've got to sit down together at the table of brotherhood."
***

DEAR ABBY:My girlfriend and I
have been living together for 19 years
and have a 16-year-old son. He was
born in Wisconsin, and therein lies
the problem.
His mother cannot get a birth
certificate for him.It seems thafgood
old Wisconsin has an archaic law
that forbids issuing birth certificates
to unwed mothers!
At the time of our son's birth, I
acknowledged that I was the boy's
father, but that didn't help.
We live 2,000 miles away and
can't seem to -get a satisfactory answer by mail. We have had several
occasions on which we needed a birth
certificate.
I would like to know what is so
awful about a mother having a birth
certificate, whether or not she is
married. Thank you.
BAFFLED IN EVERETT,WASH.
DEAR BAFFLED:Don't knock
"good old Wisconsin."America's
Dairyland exuded the milk ofhuman kindness when I contacted
Sen. Herbert Kohl's office. The
senator's assistant,Peter Lewis,
advised me that there had been
such a law, but it no longer exists, so it's now possible to obtain a birth certificate for your
son.
Write to: The Department of
Health and Social Services, Vital Statistics,P.O.Box 309,Madison, Wis.53701.
Enclose a check for $8 made
out to the DHSS.State the child's
name, date of birth and the
county in which he was born.

White Mechanical
Bath Scale

2 PK
WHILE
SUPPLIES
LAST

DEAR ABBY: I recently read a
letter in your column about quitting
smoking. It made me think back to
Three members of the Calloway County High School Band were
when I finally quit acter at least 20
recently selected to the All-State Concert Band Festival. They are
attempts. I was the mother of two (seated) Deneshia Houston, junior French horn player;
Jennifer
very small children and I desperGreen, senior French horn player; and Lisa Rickman, junior bass
ately wanted to quit.(I had to,for my
clarinet player. Fred Ashby, band director, said these three were the
health's sake.)
first All-State selections since as early as 1978.
What finally made me quit — 15
years ago last New Year's — was a
little clipping I cut out of the newspaper. It read: "You pay for cigarettes twice;once when you get them,
and once again when they get you."
Two arrests and numerous citaand Boubile are lodged in the
I stuck that clipping on the front
Livingston County Jail.
of my refrigerator and read it every tions were given in the area over
time I wanted a cigarette. It helped 'the weekend by the Kentucky State
Officers raided an alleged cockme,and!hope it will do the same for Police.
fight in Gilbertsville at 7:45 p.m.
others who sincerely want to quit.
Saturday. The reported promoters,
FINALLY MADE IT
William Belisle, 20, and James Wayne Williams, 44, and

GIRL SOColiTh

"greatcookies
Ora greatcause"

Boubile, 20, both of Route 3, Mayfield, were arrested Saturday and
charged with first degree burglary
in the Dec. 18 burglary of the
Michael Warford residence in the
Dogwood community near Boaz.
Trooper Jay Geiger recovered three
guns and a compound bow. Belisle

489
NM 100

FINAL
COST

GE Fluorescent Bulbs
48" fluorescent light bulbs for
crisp, cool white light works perfectly in home, office, utility, etc.

(

MN I SOOPS.MN I 3001.1)
AM4140001,33271,72,73
As Aare( sed

On

Notsonei 10

'you
PAY

299

Duracell Alkaline=
Batteries
(
0
1 1541

.99

Stock up with your choice of 4 pk.
C or D size alkaline batteries.
Long lasting operation for radios,
toys & appliances. vow
,;;, 399

Arrests, citations given by KSP

IT'S
IRLSCOUT
2DOKIE
TIME!

YOU
PAY
LE SS
REBATE

PER

•1 0

S..
"How to Write Letters for All
Occasions" provides sample letters of
congratulations, thank-yous, condolences, resumes and business letters —
even how to write a love letter. It also
includes how to properly address the
clergy, government officials, dignitaries,
widows and others. To order,send a long,
business-size, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for $3.85(B4.50
in Canada)to: Dear Abby, Letter Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, III. 81054.
(Postage is included.)

WHILE
SUPPLIES
LAST

300 lb. capacity bath scale for
convenient home use with easy so
reod dial.

Also give the mother's full name
at the time of the child's birth.
You should then receive some
formstofill out.The boy's mother
must clearly state that she is requesting her son's birth certificate; otherwise her son would
have to wait until he is 18 to
make the request on his own.

1

AtCE
BEST
BUYS

January 90
Hardware Bargains

Van Buren
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DURACELL

SUPPLIES
ass
LAST
"""

.200

AA Size 8-pack
lir -8
‘02877

Don Williams, 27, both of Calvert City,
were cited into court on second
degree cruelty to animals, a misdemeanor charge. Spectators and participants were also cited. State
police confiscated fighting paraphernalia, records and ribbons. No
arrests were made.

/9*

As Advisths•ci
On
t*ulioncal is

500/1000/1500W
Heater Fan
Heater fan works great for summer or winter months. 3 heat settings and 5r20 BTU output.

MFD responds to weekend calls
The Murray Fire Department
responded to numerous calls over
the weekend, according to information from the fire department.
A smoke scare was reported at 8
a.m. Sunday at 601 Elm SL Fire
department officials investigated
only.
A brush fire was reported at 4:02
p.m. Saturday at 1315 Main. MFD
personnel adivised the occupant of
the regulation concerning no legal
burning in the city. The occupant
then extinguished the fire.
Rescue officials responded to an

accident on Ky. 121 at Mt. Carmel
Church at 12:09 a.m. Saturday.
They assisted the ambulance
personnel.
At 8:17 a.m. Friday, a flue fire
was reported at 635 S. 4th St. Officials extinguished the fire and
investigated the attic for further
problems.

753-3361
208 E. Main

Read the classifieds

"Keep Saving for College and
Kentucky will help you."
-Wallace W,ilkinson

Announcing the Kentucky Education
Enhancement Program: K.E.E.P.—
for All College-Hopeful Kentuckians
Hope won't put your children or grandchildren through
college. But if you KEEP saving. Kentucky will help you.

Here's How It Works:
I. Enroll in the KEEP program with $25 or more.
2. Make deposits of $25 or more, according to your savings
goal.
3. Your college savings will earn competitive rates, free of
Kentucky taxes.
4. Endowment Bonus: Students attending Kentucky
schools will receive bonus funds from the KEEP
Endowment Plan. The extra bonus will depend on the
total amount of your savings.
Don't keep hoping your children or grandchildren will get
to go to college. KEEP saving, and Kentucky will help
you.
Order your KEEP Enrollment Kit today by calling toll-free

Including Sculptured • Trackless
Plush • Stainmaster
Stainblocker
Anso V Worry Free and
Scotch Guard Stain Release

1-800-338-0318

A6
1L,EL

Carpet & Vinyl Remnants

Or write

Many

Now

50%

OFF
$299 sq. ft.
While Supplies Last
In-Stock

Wallpaper

20
%
off
60,1
of rolls to du* from

Saving For College
(-1° Governor Wallace G. Wilkinson
Kentucky Educational Savings Plan Trust
Capitol Annex, Room #205
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
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_MURRAY TODAY
Lagrand-Foust engagement announced
The engagement of Miss Julie
Lagrand and Michael Foust has
been announced by their parents.
Miss Lagrand is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Lagrand of
Fresno, Calif. She is a student at
Fresno State University.
Mr. Foust is the son orMr. and
Mrs. Mike Overcast of Austin,
Texas, and of Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Foust of Los Angeles, Calif.
He is the grandson of Mrs. Donnie Foust and the late Eudin W.
Foust, and of Mr. and Mrs. Preston
Harris, all of Murray.
This was Michael's senior season of football on full scholarship
at Fresno State University. To
complete his college career on Dec.
9, 1989, after Fresno won the California Rasin Bowl over Ball State,
he asked Julie to many him and
gave her a ring on the 50-yard line
with their families and press
present.
An engagement party was given
Dec. 10, 1989, by the the brideelect's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Lagrand, at their home.
The wedding is planned for June
1, 1991.

KFW announces local grants

FT

We are pleased to announce that Beth Sigler,
bride-elect ofSteve Trimble,
has made her domestic and
houseware selections from
our bridal registry.
Beth & Steve will be married Feb. 3, 1990.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
HOURS:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9 and Sun. 12-6

t'It'1)ratt'S SCC011d birthday

Twin boys are born
to Alison, widow
of Rep. Leland

Kelly Lynn Dick celebrated her second birthday on Tuesday, Jan. 2,
at her home on Rt. 7, Murray. She is the daughter of Randy and
Debby Dick. Her grandparents are Herbert and Pauline Dick and
Mrs. Lois Reeves and the late A.V. Reeves.

Julie Lagrand and
Michael Foust are engaged

LOUISVILLE — The Kentucky
Foundation for Women, Inc., today
announced 46 new grants totalling
$305,669.04.
Among the grants were the
following:
Heather Lopiccolo, Murray, Ky.,
$5,000 to purchase different types
of paints and paint mediums for
.experimentation;
Wkii
irray State University, Murray, y., $1,575 to bring sculptor,
Mags Harries, to the university as a
visiting artist;

Miirmy Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen, editor

Catherine Robinson, Murray,
Ky., $20,000 to build a studio for
wood carving work;
Sandy Sasso, Almo, Ky., $5,000
to work on a prototype for a book
of short texts to accompany
drawings;
Patricia Skinner, Murray, Ky.,
$4,910 to complete education at
Murray State University with a
major in theater.
Since its establishment in 1985
by author and playwright Sallie
Bingham, the private, not-for-profit
foundation has distributed nearly
$4 million in grants and special
projects.
The foundation is dedicated to
supporting the work of Kentuckyarea women artisits, writers and
scholars, and non-profit arts and
education organizations composed
mostly of women, who show a
primary commitment to feminist
goals and perspectives, and whose
work promotes social change, particularly with regard to issues

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city)
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative, its my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more. Call

9/{framergo,it,
Hostess Kathryn Outland 753-3079
• Hostess Ingeborg Kong 492-8348

affecting women.
Grant proposals are considered
once a year. The deadline for applications is Oct. 1. In 1990, proposals will be considered for writers,
scholars, filmmakers, playwrights,
composers and choreographers.
Application forms are available
by writing the foundation office at
332 West Broadway, Suite 1215,
Louisville, Ky. 40202.
The Kentucky Foundation for
Women also operates Hopscotch
House, a renovated farmhouse in
Prospect, that is available to small
women's groups as a retreat; during June and August, the house is
reserved for the Wolf Pen Women
Writers Colony. The house has five
bedrooms, a library, kitchen and
laundry facilties, and sits on a hill
overlooking meadows and
woodlands.
For information about using the
house, write Patty Smith at Hopscotch House, 8221 Wolf Pen
Branch Rd., Prospect, Ky. 40059 or
call 1-228-4875. For information
about the writers colony, contact
the foundation office at
1-562-0045.
The foundation also publishes
The American Voice, a quarterly
magazine of writing — stories,
essays, poems and new forms —
primarily by women.
Feminist in its outlook, the
magazine has given publication to
many new women writers as well
as to the more radical work of
extablished writers, in an effort to
broaden the American literary
mainstream.
This fall, the magazine published
its first book, No Known Pattern, a
collection of 12 poems by Kentuckians and others, about the sewing
arts.

Oprah Winfrey
hosts benefit
for children

ATLANTA (AP) — Alison
Leland, widow of Texas U.S. Rep.
Mickey Leland, has given birth to
twin boys, a hospital spokesman
said.
Mrs. Leland, 31, arrived at
Grady Memorial Hospital early
Sunday, and gave birth to the boys
about seven hours late, according
to spokesman Jim Driscoll.
She and the boys — one 3
pounds, the other 2 pounds, 11
ounces — are doing well, Driscoll
said. But the infants, several weeks
premature, are in Grady's special
care nursery.
Mrs. Leland was about six weeks
pregnant when her 44-year-old husband was killed Aug. 7 in a plane
crash in Ethiopia while on a hunger
relief mission. Leland, a Democrat,
was first elected to Congress from
Houston's 18th District in 1978.
Mrs. Leland was in Atlanta to
accept a "Salute to Greatness"
award on Leland's behalf from the
King Center on Saturday night.
In late August, Mrs. Leland
declined to run for his seat in Congress, saying her top priorities were
her son — Jarrett, now 4 — and
the "new baby on the way."

DATEBOOK
Rev. Johnson on state board
The Rev. Robert N. Johnson, pastor of Grace Baptist Church, Murray,
has been seated on the Executive Board of the Kentucky Baptist Convention and attended the December meeting of that body in Middletown.
Johnson is one of 168 board members elected to transact the business of
the 783,000 member Kentucky Baptist Convention between the convention's annual meetings. His specific responsibility is with the Executive
Board Business and Finance Committee where he helps supervise functions of the Kentucky Baptist Convention. Johnson will serve a three-year
term, rotating off in 1992. He joins Cloys Bruce and Kenneth Brown,
Benton, who were also elected to the Board.

DALLAS (AP) — Talk show
host Oprah Winfrey encouraged
Dallas to take a lead role in her
campaign to focus attention on
children's problems.
About 6,000 people showed up
at a benefit show in which Ms.
Winfrey encouraged adults to support and nurture children and to
bring underprivileged children into
their homes.
"Let this city be the model city
Kela Conley, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry L. Conley, and Tanunie
for making a change, making a dif- Jones, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. T.C. Jones, all of Murray, were named to
ference," she told several hundred the Dean's List by Jerry F. Goddard, vice president for Academic Affairs
people at a reception before Satur- at Pensacola Christian College, Pensacola, Fla., for academic achievement
day's show.
during the fall semester of the 1989-90 school year. This was a result of
Ms. Winfrey promised to return both Murray students earning a "B" average or higher. Over 2,600 stuto Dallas in December for a talk dents are enrolled in the college's undergraduate and graduate programs.
show featuring an audience of Dallas residents who follow through
on pledges to work with children
throughout the year.
Ladies of Oaks Country Club will play bridge on Wednesday, Jan. 17,
"Greatness is determined by ser- at 9:30 a.m. Hostess for the day will be Crystal Parks
who may be called
vice," Ms. Winfrey told the benefit at 753-4645 for reservations.
show crowd. "It is determined by
your willingness to do all that you
can to make sure that people have
the quality of life that really is our
Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Tuesday,
birthright."
Jan. 16, at 7:30 p.m. at the club house. Kim and Randy Black will present
selections from "The King and I." Hostesses will be Nell Earwood, Barbara Jewell, Randy Johnson, Betty Lowry, Anisa Mahfoud, Margarita
Marsden Smith, Laura Miller and Lee Kern.

Conley and Jones are named

Oaks' ladies will play bridge

Music Department will meet

Roxanne Pulitzer
wins time fight

Singles will meet on Tuesday

WEST PALM BEACH, Fla.
(AP) — Roxanne Pulitzer, whose
The Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, Jan. 16, at 7
bitter divorce from publishing heir
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce Building, Murray. This will be a discusHerbert Pulitzer became the subject sion meeting. This is a nonprofit,
nondenominational, apolitical support
of a television movie, has won her
and social group for all single adults whether always single, separated,
fight to spend more time with her divorced or widowed. The primary
purpose is to provide singles with suptwin sons, her attorney said.
port and positive interaction with other singles. For more information call
Attorneys on Thursday told a
Pamela, 753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.
judge they had reached a private
settlement.
"We've agreed to keep it private
for the children," Mrs. Pulitzer
Ladies' day events at Murray Country Club on Wednesday, Jan. 17,
said.
will include bridge and luncheon. Bridge with Eva Morris, 753-8584, as
The settlement gives Mrs. Pulit- hostess will be played at 9:30 a.m. A catered luncheon at a cost of $5.50
zer more visitation, said her attor- per person will be served at 12 noon with reservations to be made by
ney Donald Sasser, who did not calling 753-6113 after 3 p.m.
elaborate.
Mrs. Pulitzer had asked a judge
to modify a 1982 custody order to
Cancer Support Group will meet Tuesday, Jan. 16, from 3 to 4 p.m. in
give her more time with Mac and
Zac, 12, who live with their father. private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Audio tapes of
Under that order, she was allowed "Love, Medicine and Miracles" by Dr. Bernie Siegel will be shown. For
more information call Nancy Rose, R.N., Mary Linn, M.S.N. and R.N., or
to spend 72 days a year with the
boys. The settlement canceled a Cindy Ragsdale, L.S.W., at 762-1100.
two-day trial scheduled to begin
Tuesday.
Pulitzer, reached at his home in
Okeechobee, said he did not know
Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday, Jan. 16, from 12
if a settlement was final. His attor- noon to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church, Sycamore and
ney Mark Luttier did not return South 15th Streets. This is a free service of the church each first and third
telephone calls.
Tuesdays of the month.

Club ladies' events Wednesday

Cancer Group will meet Tuesday

The Boston

'Tea Party
Holiday Inn
753-0910

You Can

CUL ON
US...

for all your private party needs.
* Wedding Rehearsal Dinners
* Receptions
* Club Meetings
* Business Meetings
* Professional Meetings
* Class Reunions
* Seminars
* Awards Dinner
* Family Reunions
Whatever your party or group
requirements from a small
dinner to a large banquet. just..

CALL ON OS - 753-0910

Free checks will be given here

us aosiertaia you_
I
t Tango
*
&

7:10 *
9:10 *

Cash (R)

Steel

7:10
9:15

I
I Magnolias (PG)

Visit Murray's Pier 1 During Their Annual
JANUARY

* War
* of the

7:15 *
9:15

Roses (R)

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun.
P
r Adult sr Child

CLEARANCE SALE
Our sale tables are packed with items throughout the
store reduced 50% off regular prices. . . And More!
Plus.. . all wicker and rattan furniture, storewide. is
reduced 20% to 50%!
Look For Our aearance Sale Tags For Additiona
l
Sayings Off Our Already Low Sale Prime.

lAttI
t*
e
A place'R)Discover.
1205B Chestnut St.
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Community events listed
Monday, Jan. 15
Postoffices will be closed today
in observance of Martin Luther
King Day.
Administrative offices at Murray
State University will be closed
today in observance of Martin
Luther King Day.

Monday, Jan. 15
Candlelight Marsh in memory of
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., sponsored by Office of Minority Affairs
and Minority Programming Specialist at Murray State University
will start at 5 p.m. at Ordway Hall.
Ann Grundy of Central will speak
in Barkley Room, Curris Center,

Calloway County Public Library
will be open today as usual.
Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at club house.

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.

Monday, Jan. 15
MSU, after the march.
West Kentucky Oncology Nursing Society will meet at 6 p.m. in
board room of Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. For information call
1-442-1310.
Board of Directors of Purchase
Area Development District will
meet at 5 p.m. at PADD office at
Mayfield.
Bible Class (nondenominational)
will be at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center.
Parents Anonymous will meet at
6 p.m. For information call
753-0082.

Heart Facts

Older women may face greater
blood pressure, cholesterol risks
SAN ANTONIO (AP) — By age
55, women are as likely as men to
have high blood pressure, and more
than half of American women that
age have elevated cholesterol
levels, the American Heart Association says.
In its annual statistical report,
the association said Sunday that by
age 65 women are more likely than
men to have high blood pressure.
The most recent figures show
that heart disease and strokes killed
976,706 Americans in 1987, almost
as many as died from all other
causes combined. That amounts to
one heart-disease death every 32
seconds.
Cancer, by comparison, killed
477,190.
The statistics were released Sunday at the opening of the association's annual science writers' forum, where scientists report on
recent heart disease research.
This year's statistics focus on the
risks of heart disease in women.
The tally shows that more than
half of all women ages 55 to 74
have blood cholesterol levels above
240, at which heart disease risk
increases substantially.
Only one-third of men in that
age group have cholesterol levels
over 240, the association said.
Men remain more likely than

women overall to have heart
attacks. But women have a much
higher rate of strokes, which occur
when cholesterol plugs an artery
supplying blood to the brain.
Cigarette smoking seems to pose
a greater risk for women than for
men, the figures show. A 55-yearold woman who smokes is in more
danger of a heart attack than a
55-year-old male smoker.
A 55-year-old woman who
smokes and has high blood pressure and elevated cholesterol has a
one-third higher risk of heart attack
than a 55-year-old man with the
same risk factors.
The association estimates that
heart disease costs the United
States $94.5 billion a year in medical expenses and lost productivity.
The good news is that heart disease continues its gradual decline.
In 1950, the death rate from heart
disease was 226 for every 100,000
people. By 1986, it had fallen to
129 per 100,000.
Nevertheless, an estimated 67
million Americans — one in every
four — have some potentially
dangerous form of heart or bloodvessel disease.
Heart attacks will strike about
1.5 million Americans this year,
and some 500,000 will suffer from
strokes, the association said.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

•)‘1,w,y

FOR TUESDAY,JANUARY 16, 1990
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Business and pleasure combine to
your advantage in the coming weeks.
A lovely social invitation comes
today. Evening hours, though, may
bring a slight change in plans.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Though you'll make a good
impression on others in business
today, you may find it difficult to
concentrate on routine now. A
change in schedule could throw you
off course.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Affairs of the heart are favored
now and you'll be putting the finishing touches on a work assignment
Tonight brings an unexpected
expense and possible extravagance.
CANCER
(June 21 to July V)
41€
A matter concerning a child is
finally settled to your satisfaction.
Entertaining others at home is
favored, but there's some tendency to
go overboard now.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
The sharing of romantic sentiments
is favored today. Let others know
how you feel about them. You'll be
making some home changes now.
Tonight the unexpected interferes
with plans.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
STM
Though you'll generate more
income now, you could spend
unwisely in the pursuit of pleasure
tonight. Guard against unnecessary
extravagance. Romance is favored.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23'to Oct22)
6
/
1
4
Be practical where ccareer interests are concerned now. You could be
taking on more than you can handle.
Pleasure pursuits are indeed favored
now. Enjoy yourself!

SCORPIO
(Oct 23 to Nov. 21)
44€
You'll be wanting to spend some
extra time alone with a loved one
now. A trip will soon be on your
agenda. You'll be making headway
today with a creative or mental
interest
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
You'll find something special when
shopping in the coming weeks, but
you must be careful today not to take
an unwise financial risk. Safeguard
credit
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You'll be sprucing up your appearance in some way in the coming
weeks. In short, you'll be taking
better care of yourself. Career is a
plus, but there are some surprises.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You'll be taking a project off the
back burner now. Some changes may
be made with a travel plan. Afternoon
hours your concentration may not be
at its best
PISCES
new
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
vailt
You could meet with a romantic
introduction in the coming weeks,
but today there's a need to be careful
with finances. You'll find a friend's
behavior a bit unpredictable.
YOU BORN TODAY have good
business sense in the handling of
others' financial interests, but you're
not always as wise in the handling of
your own funds. You're quite ambitious and are willing to work hard to
get to the top. Often, you have
administrative talents, which would
be helpful to you in business or
government service. You're a natural
critic of society and its values and
often serve the community in some
advisory capacity. Birthdate of: Ethel
Merman, actress; Gilbert V. Hartke,
government official.

A

,,Fin•nt Porch Swing will meet at 7
p.fi. at First Christian Church.
The Lady Racers ply OVC-rival
Eastern Kentucky at 5:15 p.m. followed by the Racers and Eastern
Kentucky at 7:30 p.m. in Racer
Arena.
Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in Education Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will meet at 7 p.m. at
Parish Center, St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
Murray High School JV and
Varsity Girls' teams will host
basketball games with Heath High
School at 6 p.m.

Tuesday, Jan, 16
Quilt Lovers will meet at 6 p.m.
at Calloway County Public Library.
Free blood pressure checks will
be given from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at
Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church, Sycamore and South 15th
Streets.
Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7:30
p.m. at club house.
Spouse Abuse Program of Murray will sponsor a Support Group
for Women at 12 noon. For information call 759-4050.

Calloway County High School
Girls will play basketball games at
Fulton County at 6 p.m.
Calloway County High School
Freshmen Boys basketball team
will host Murray High School at 6
p.m.

Registration for classes at Murray State University will be from 5
to 7 p.m. in Curris Center
Ballroom.

Calloway County Middle School
basketball teams will play at Benton at 6 p.m.

"The Magic Silver Show: An
International Competition Exhibition of Contemporary Photogra-

Friendship Circle of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at Hunt home at 7 p.m.

phy" will be on exhibit today
through Feb. 11 in Clara M. Eagle
Gallery of Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University. Admission is free.

Christian Women's Club of Murray will have a luncheon at 12
noon at Seven Seas Restaurant.
Coupon Club will meet at 11:30
a.m. at home of Jackie Branddn,
400 North Eighth Si, Murray. For
information call 753-9429 after 4
p.m.
Murray Art Guild will meet at 1
p.m. at the guild. A talk on "Mixing Colors" by Dick Jackson will
follow the meeting.
Lost Chord Club will meet at 5
p.m. in Classroom 1, Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. For information call
1-442-1310.

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Jim's Garage at Dukedom,
Term., from 9 to 11 a.m. and at
Cuba Grocery from 12:30 to 2:30
p.m.
Cancer Support Group will meet
at 3 p.m. in private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Events at Calloway County Public Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.

AIIIIMars
1r-11:Portraits
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. $14"
NO SITTING FEE
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A $48.00 Value. Includes: 2-8x10s, 4-5x7s,
20 wallets, 12 All-Occasion Caption
Portraits "a and 12 Mini-portraits
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Pnce includes $2(*posit Each acklhonal subject m portrait adds $2 to the
package price paid at photography Gel 50 portraits plus a FREE 10,413 tor
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adults and groups Poses and advertised speoal portraits our
selechon Not valid w‘th any other otter One advertrsed
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Wednesday, January 17 thru Sunday, January 21
Daily: 10 a.m.-7 p.m. Sunday: 12 Noon-5 p.m.
U.S. Highway 641 North, Murray
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AA will meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.

OSE 10 POUNDS
IN 2 WEEKS

Calloway County High School
Laker Boys Basketball teams will
hsot Fulton County at 6 p.m.
Mothers' Morning Out will be at
9 .a.m. at First United Methodist
Church.
Events at University Church of
Christ will include Ladies Study
Group and Singles Group, both at 7
p.m.

OR CONTINUE

Fidelis Sunday School Class of
Elm Grove Baptist Church will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at church.

UNTIL YOU DO!

FREE
NO HIDDEN COSTS!

HEARING AID SALE
OFFER ENDS FEBRUARY 16, 1990

s100 Off Retail
--Plus--

Free One Year
Supply Of Batteries

'52" Value!
Missie Warren,
bride-elect of
James Travis,
has selected
her decorative
acr"sories
from Pier 1

!Reading program offered I

Murray Optimist Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at Homeplace
Restaurant.

Classes, including evening and
off-campus classes, will begin
today at Murray State University.

Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerce building. For information call Pamela, 753-7638, or
Jeanne, 753-0224.

Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Bingo, sponsored by Knights of Columbus, in
Parish Center, and Reconciliation
meeting for second grade students
and parents, both at 7 p.m.

A fret Adult Reading Program is offered to anyone who wants to learn
to read or improve their reading skills.
The Spring Group Tutoring Session will begin on Tuesday, Jan. 23,
from 6:30 to 9 p.m. at First Christian Church Educational Building on
Family YMCA events will
North Fifth Street.
include Tots in Motion for 3-5
Students work individually with a tutor at these sessions or at a time
years at 4:30 p.m. at Carter
and location convenient for the student and tutor.
Elementary School and Aerobics at
Students may study on any level from 1 to 12 grades, and anyone 16
6:45 p.m. at Robertson Elementary
years of age or older not enrolled in a public school is eligible.
School.
The group sessions will continue to meet on Tuesdays and Thursdays
through May 24.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
The program is sponsored by Murray City Schools and the Department
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m. of Education. All books and materials are furnished free of charge and
at Southside Manor Recreational
there is no cost to the student for the course.
Room. For information call
A tutor training session will be held on Thursday, Jan. 18, at 7 p.m. at
759-1625.
First Christian Church. Anyone wanting to be a tutor must be 18 years of
age or older, and have either a high school diploma or equivalency.
Retirees of Local 1068 and other
Claire Resig is coordinator of the Adult Literacy Program. Anyone who
locals of UAW-AFL-CIO and
would like to enroll in the program as a student or as a volunteer tutor
spouses will have a potluck meal at
should call 753-1993 or the Murray City Schools Superintendent's office,
5:30 p.m. in Fellowship Hall of 753-4363.
,
Memorial Baptist Church.

Calloway County schools will be
in session today.

Tuesday, Jan. 16
Alpha Mu #4760, Epsilon Sigma
Alpha International wilLmeet at 7
p.m. at home of MargarerTerhune,
805 Olive St.

Prime Time of Memorial Baptist
Church will meet at 9:15 a.m. at
church to go to Mid-Continent
Baptist College, Mayfield, for a
tour and then to eat at Happy
House Restaurant.

Tuesday, Jan. 16
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at
9:30 a.m. and CARE at 6:30 p.m.

U.S. Census Bureau will have
tests for crewleaders and enumerators at 10:30 a.m. and 2 p.m. at
Hardin.e..ibrary.

Senior citizens' activities will be
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center; from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and Willis Centers; and from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.

Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include High School
Confirmation Class at 4 p.m. and
Prayer Group at 7 p.m., both in
Gleason Hall.

Tuesday, Jan. 16
Golden Circle Sunday School
Class of Elm Grove Baptist Church
will meet at 7 p.m. at home of
Gwen Outland.

--Limit 10 Pkgs.--

.30 Day Trial
.Free Hearing Test

STONE-LANG CO
HEARING AID CENTER

206 South 4th, Murray, PH. 753-8055
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Everything you need to lose
your first 10 pounds on the
Diet Center Program is included in our "COUNT
DOWN SPECIAL" price.
We're sure that once you
experience the Diet Center
Program, you'll want to continue to lose pounds and
inches until you are the slim,
energetic person you want to
be!

Get Serious... Call Today!
OFFER AVAILABLE AT PARTFCIPATING DIET CENTERS

MAP 620 Tyson Avenue
Center. Paris, TN 642-2211

HRS.: Daily 7:30-12:30; 3-5
Sat. 8-10 c Qc() 1)ic ,•ntcr

=6114
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SPORTS
Weekend
Rewrite
Daniel T. Parker

As ABC-TV sports announcer Tim McCarver
would have said, "Oh, Beebe, I love it!"
First-year Ohio Valley Conference commissioner Dan Beebe
faced his first major disciplinarian duties last week on the heels
of the riotous brawl between Middle Tennessee and Tennessee
Tech one week ago, and Beebe's punishment was pin-point
appropriate.
Fourteen players have been suspended - some for up to four
conference games - and coaches Bruce Stewart of MTSU and
Frank Harrell of Till were severely reprimanded for failing to
keep their teams under control.
Beebe also issued a warning to all OVC coaches and players
concerning any such future actions.
"I cannot express strongly enough my bitter disappointment in
the events that occurred or my resolve to ensure that similar
events do not occur in the future," Beebe told the Associated
Press Friday night while announcing the suspensions. "Accordingly, every conference institution is provided notice through
these actions that even stiffer penalties will be assessed if fighting occurs in the future."
Middle Tennessee's Buck, Chris Ingram and Titus Jackson
were suspended for the next four conference games; Babic of
visiting Tech and Kevin Wallace of Middle Tennessee will miss
three conference games.
Tech's John Best, Tony Hall and Darryl Stevens, and Middle
Tennessee's Robert Taylor, Malandrick Webb and Quincy Vance
were suspended for two conference games, Bobby McWilliams
and Earl Wise of Tech and David Clark of Middle Tennessee
were suspended for one conference game and Jason Craighead,
Tech's basketball manager, was suspended for the next five conference games for hitting a Blue Raider player.
Beebe said the players ejected from the game - Vance, Wallace and Clark of Middle Tennessee and Tech's Wise and Babic
- can count that as one of their suspended games.
• • •
After c6ining down hard, Beebe allowed a little slack by permitting Middle to postpone the suspensions of Taylor, Vance
and Webb until the other suspended players return to the team,
but that measure of grace apparently wasn't enough for the Blue
Raiders.
Middle has announced that they will forfeit tonight's game at
Tennessee State and count it as one game of the suspensions
for all the players.
Middle is also hurt by injury, so Beebe's plan to allow postponement of the three suspensions was designed to help the
Raiders remain competitive in the league standings. MTSU chose
to snub the grace period, however, and begin all the suspensions
at once. That left them with five players for tonight's game and
one injured an ankle in practice on Saturday.
"Under those circumstances," said MTSU athletic director John
Stanford in a statement released by the school, "we feel it's in
the best interest of all concerned to forfeit Monday night's
game - in fact, with only four players available (unless we
want to prolong the time over which our roster is limited), we
probably don't have any choice other than to forfeit."
One wonders how Tennessee State feels about the "best interest of all concerned" phrase; it was TSU's home game of the
series and, with Dr. Martin Luther King's birthday being celebrated today, TSU was expecting a good home crowd for the
conference battle - uh, "baffle" is a poor choice of words in
the context of this story.
Middle Tennessee coach Bruce Stewart was "gracious" enough
to admit in the school's press release that MTSU "were not
without fault" during the fight with Tech, but Stewart added his
gripe that "the penalties have been rather severe."
Well, that's rather silly to say - and, if anything, it seem
that MTSU has made the penalties more severe than they had
to be and, in addition, has found a way to penalize Tennessee
State as well.
Perhaps TSU should ask the OVC to be allowed to play the
game scheduled for Middle's home court at Tennessee State
instead, to make up for the gate they lost from tonight's forfeit.
• S•
While Beebe was coming down hard on the players and
coaches involved in the fight, former OVC commissioner Jim
Delany was flexing his muscle as top gun of the Big Ten.
Delany, who left the OVC to become Big Ten commissioner
last year, officially reprimanded departing Michigan football
coach and athletic director Bo Schembechler for Bo's negative
comments regarding the officiating during Michigan's Rose Bowl
defeat to Southern Cal.
Maybe Delany felt he had to say something, but that feeling
should have been examined in depth. Schembechler bas virtually
already left the scene at Michigan, taking the job as president
of the Detroit Tigers baseball team, so Delany's "reprimand" has
very little disciplinary value.
Delany may have felt something had to be said regardless of
Schembechler's career status, since criticizing the officiating is
against Big Ten policy. However, all the reprimand accomplished
was to make Schembechler's displeasure with the officiating a
news story all over again.
• • •
As long as we're discussing commissioners of athletic conferences, file this under the "for what it's worth'" department: the
commissioner of the Atlantic Coast Conference says the league's
image won't be tarnished despite the possibility of having three
of its eight teams on probation.
North Carolina State's basketball program was recently hit
with two year's probation, while the NCAA is currently investigating Maryland's basketball program and Clemson's football
program.
"I hate that this happened," ACC commissioner Gene Corrigan said. "We all hate that this happened. Does it help us?
No. Does it ruin our image? No. Does it change the way the
Big Ten or Notre Dame feel about us? No.
"Sure, it's unfortunate. But you've got to look at the circumstances of what's happened. I don't think it hurts the ACC's
image, as long as you consider the other schools that we have
in the league. They're the reputation of the conference in many
ways, anyway."
• • •
Terry Birdsong, a 6-3 guard from Benton who has attended
Western Kentucky University the past 2'A years, has enrolled at
Murray State University and announced his plans to join the
Racers.
Birdsong, who starred at Marshall County, will be eligible to
play for the Racers at the conclusion of the Fall 1990 semester
after observing the one-year redshirt mandated for transfer stuyears of eligibility at
dents by the NCAA. He will have l
MSU.
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Defensive Racers win
opener behind Jones
By DAVID RAMEY
Ledger I rim* Met Sports

EdNor

The Murray State Racers got
downright defensive about defending their Ohio Valley Conference
title Saturday night.
The Racers, behind a standout
performance from Popeye Jones,
cruised to a 79-55 win over Morehead State in their OVC opener.
The win was the seventh in their
last eight games for the surging
Racers, who host Eastern Kentucky
tonight in Racer Arena.
Jones led the way with 24 points
on nine-of-14 shooting, pulled
down 17 rebounds, picked off
seven steals, and delighted the
crowd with his first college dunk
and a sparkling over-the-shoulder
pass to Chris Ogden.
But it was the Racer defensive
play that drew rave reviews from
Racer coach Steve Newton after
holding Morehead - averaging 80
points a game - to 55, while limiting the Eagles to 33 percent
shooting from the floor.
"When you are 1-0 in the conference, you have to feel pretty good,"
Racer coach Steve Newton said.
"Defensively, they came in averaging in the 80s, and we made that
our focus this week. We tried to
keep them in a halfcourt game."
Paul King, the captain of the
Racer defensive effort, hopes
Saturday's vise-grip is the first of
many.
"That's the way it's going to
have to be played all year," King
said. "Our offense doesn't mean a
thing if we're not playing good
defense."
The Racers jumped out to a 4-0
lead on a Sherman Pride score and
Jones' dunk, but Elbert Boyd
scored six of Morehead's first eight
points to give the Eagles an 8-6
lead. A 3-pointer from Brian Miller

put Morehead up by five, but the
Racers went on a 13-3 run, with
seven points from King and two
field goals from Jones, to give the
Racers a 19-16 lead.
Three-pointers from Jones and
Greg Coble helped push the Racer
lead to eight, and a one-handed
Jones stick-back gave Murray a
10-point halftime edge at 35-25.
Murray ran out of the locker
room and scored the first 10 points.
The Eagles got as close as 11 twice
in the second half, but the Racers
spent plenty of time at the free
throw line, where they shot
22-of-31 to beat back the Eagle
charge.
Jones, coming off back-to-back
OVC Player of the Week honors,
solidified hii bid for a 'three-peat'
with his third straight 20-plus scoring performance, coming on the
heels of a 29-point game against
Arkansas State.
"We just hope it's the start or
bigger and better things for
Ronald," Newton said. "He did a
nice job of posting up tonight, and
he'll hunt you up from down there
and kick the ball back out."
Jones, of course, wanted to talk
about his first dunk, and, rumors to
the contrary, it was something he
could do all along.
"I could do it last year, but I
didn't get the chance," Jones said.
"We're just getting it together as a
team. I've got to thank the guys for
looking me up inside."
Jones was joined by 15 from
Ogden, 12 from Greg Coble off the
bench, and 10 from King. And,
although his scoring has slacked
off, Newton praised the floor game
of freshman point guard Frank
Allen, who had five assists.
The Racers also dominated the
boards, pulling down 45 rebounds
to 35 boards for Morehead, which
Ogden also attributed to the Racer
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16.14
Murray's Paul King goes up for two of his 10 points over Morehead's
Brian Miller Saturday night in Racer Arena. King and the Racers
won for the seventh time in eight tries with a 79-55 victory in their
OVC opener.
man-to-man defense.
"We were playing a man-to-man
defense," Ogden said. "When
you're playing zone like we did the
other night, it's a lot harder to find
someone to screen out."
The three-year lettermen said the
recent Racer success is coming
from getting to know each other.
"We've adjusted to each other,
and we've learned how to play
within ourselves."

King also attributed the Racer
success to adjustments, in a season
where the Racers have had to learn
life without Jeff Martin and Don
Mann.
"It's all part of adjusting," King
said. "Everybody's got a winning
attitude. Everyone, all the new people, they now realize what it takes
to play basketball here. It's all
been part of the adjustment to each
(Cont'd on page 9)

Lady Racers
bully foes
at A-State
Staff Report
Murray Ledger I Times Sports

Montana has 'one of those days'in rout
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)-On the third play from
scrimmage, Joe Montana did the unthinkable.
He threw a pass wide of Roger Craig.
"Oh God, no," Montana said to himself. "Is this
the way it's going to be?"
With Joe Montana? Of course not.
Three hours later, Montana had finished a 30-3
NFC title game victory over the Los Angeles Rams
with just three more incomplete passes - 26 of 30
for 262 yards were the precise totals - and the San
Francisco 49ers were on their way to New Orleans.
There, in two weeks, they will meet Denver and
attempt to assure their place in NFL history by
becoming the first team in a decade to win two
straight Super Bowls and emulate Pittsburgh's feat of
four Super Bowls in a decade.
And despite a defense that shut down the Jim
Everett-Henry Ellard-Flipper Anderson combination
that nearly matched San Francisco's passing statistics, and the running of Craig and Tom Rahman, the
day belonged to Montana.
In addition to his overwhernling completion and
yardage numbers, Montana threw touchdown passes
of 20 yards to Brent Jones and 18 to John Taylor.
Montana was 12 of 14 for 156 yards in the second

quarter alone, when the 49ers blew the game apart
with 21 points to go off 21-3 at halftime.
So well did his offensive line protect him that even
on a muddy field he hardly had a mark on him -the
most visible was a hand print where a teammate had
patted him in congratulation.
And the defense led by Ronnie Lott limited
Everett, the league's third-rated passer to just 16
completions in 36 attempts for 141 yards while picking off three passes. In fact, San Francisco outgained
Los Angeles 442-156.
"It was," said Rams coach John Robinson, "as
good a performance as I've ever seen from a 49er
team."
The victory seemed to put the 49ers, 14-2 in the
regular season and now 16-2 after two playoff victories by a combined 71-16, in a class with the three
NFC champions considered the best of the decade the 49ers of 1984, the Chicago Bears of 1985 and the
New York Giants of 1986. They all had Super Bowl
walkovers, the 49ers 38-16 over Miami, the Bears
46-10 over New England and the Giants 39-20 over
the Denver team San Francisco will face in two

Elway improvises Broncos to Super Bowl
DENVER ,(AP) - If the Mile
High Stadium surface had been dirt
instead of grass, John Elway would
doubtless have drawn plays in it.
Had there been a street light, he
would have had a receiver run a
hook pattern around in
Making a mockery of the Denver
Broncos' playbook, as be is prone
to do, Elway improvised a 385-yard, three-touchdown passing perforNFL Pleyolls
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mance that propelled the Broncos
past the Cleveland Browns 37-21
Sunday and into the Super Bowl.
Scrambling, rolling out and
throwing on the run, Elway consistently beat the blitz and took street
ball into the big time.
"John made some great plays on
his own," Coach Dan Reeves said.
"I wish I could say they were all
designed."
Before the game, Browns owner
Art Modell had promised that the
Broncos would never move the ball
98 yards against his defense the
way they did to win the AFC
Championship game three yea%
ago.
"Never happen in 100 years,"
Modell said, citing this year's
revamped defense under Bud
Carson.
The Broncos didn't need a lastditch 98-yard drive, the kind Elway
engineered in January 1987.
Instead, they got scoring drives of
82, 80, 80 and 60 yards in rolling
up 497 total yards - the most
given up by Cleveland all season.
Elway, the game-breaker, proved

to be a heart-breaker for the
Browns, who now have bowed to
Denver in three of the last four
AFC title games.
"The biggest thing you saw
today was what a great athlete John
Elway is," Reeves said. "He made
some unbelievably athletic plays
today, running and throwing the
ball.
"He just keeps coming up with
them."
Browns linebacker Clay Matthews said his team had no answer
for Elway.
"We wanted to pressure him,
and we flushed him .out of the
pocket a few times," Matthews
said. "But he made great plays
even with the pressure on him. It
was frustrating having guys breaking through like they were ready to
make a tack, but he'd slip away
and complete a long pass on the
run."
Elway helped stake Denver to a
10-0 halftime lead when he
escaped the blitz, rolled to his right
and threw on the run 40 yards
(Cont'd o page 9)

JONESBORO, Ark. - If the
Murray State University Lady Racer track team offered stock for sale,
their market price would be soaring
after a bullish showing during the
Shearson-Lehman-Hutton Indoor
Games Saturday at Arkansas State
University.
The Lady Racers shattered four
meet records - including two that
were already held by MSU performers - won seven firsts and
placed in all but two of the 15
events.
Dawn Woodside and Stephanie
Saleem bettered their existing
records at the meet, with Woodside
boosting the shot-put 44-11 3/4 to
shatter her old meet record of 43-3
set in 1989 while Saleem blurred
the 200-meter dash in 24.23 seconds, erasing her earlier record of
24.45 set last year.
Dianne Woodside, Dawn's twin
sister, also had a record-setting day
with her 7.98 clocking in the
,.55-meter hurdles, posting the
event's first sub-8 second clocking
ever at the meet and shattering the
old meet record of 8.13 set in
1988.
The fourth record to fall was a
team effort, with MSU's
4x400-meter relay team setting a
meet and track record time of
3:47.82 to cancel the preexisting
marks of 3:54.12 (meet, set in
1980) and 3:50.95 (track, set in
1989).
Felicia Upton, Val Bowser and
the MSU 4x800-meter relay team
set the other first-place marks;
Upton winning the long jump with
a leap of 18-4 and Bowser turning
in a 2:16.00 clocking to claim the
800-meter run. The MSU time in
the 4800 was 10:45.93
'Other MSU finishes included:
LONG JUMP - KIT Koehler 16-6 1/4 (6th)'

TRIPLE JUMP - Upton, 35-8 (4th).
55-M HURDLES - Salami 8.32 (2nd)'
55-al DASH - Jenille Kelly 7.26 (2nd).
DI.Woodside 7.28 (3rd), Upton 7.29 (41h).
SHOT-PUT - Dade Jackson as-a 1/2 (3rd)'
HIGH JUMP - Kelly 5-4 1/2 (4th).
200-M DASH - Koh 26 76 (581)'.
MILE (inv.) - Rebecca Wainer 542 77
(2nd). Molly Pohloio 5:5117 (3rd), Sharon
Smith 614.71 (40).
400-U DASH (kw.) - Anna Cherry 51867
(2nd), Upon 1701.20 (oh).
80044 RUN - Crweel Roberson 22814
(2nd).
$000-14 RUN - Stephanie Everts 11:21.63
(2nd), Jenr, Edmonds 1132.22 (3rd).
*-Evert won by Murray Stale.
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Actions& Reactions

College basketball

Pro football

Pitmo steps down in weight class as LSU routs Kentucky

SUWANEE, Ga.- Former Houston Oilers coach Jerry Glanvilie has been hired
as the new head coach of the Atlanta Falcons, the NFL dub announced Sunday.
Glanville, a Falcons assistant coach from 1977 to 1982, fills the vacancy created
by the resignation of Marion Campbell with tour games remaining in the '89 season. Glanville lett the Oilers *artier this month after reaching an agreement with
owner Bud Adams to forego the final year of his contract

College football
HONOLULU - Washington's Cary Conklin passed for three touchdowns and
James Francis of Baylor blocked two field goals and a punt as the West defeated
Its East 21-13 in the Hula Bowl on Saturday. Conklin hit Washington State running
back Steve Broussard for an 11-yard third-quarter touchdown that broke a 7-7 halftime tie. His 8-yard TD toss to Oregon State's Phil Ross in the fourth quarter put
the game out of reach. He completed 23 of 34 passes for 232 yards
• • •
YOKOHAMA, Japan - The East capitalized on West tumbles for two touchdowns - includnq a divin9 catch by Tony Moss of Louisiana State on a 31-yard
pass from Florida State's Peter Tom Willis - in a 24-10 victory over the West in
the Japan Bowl on Sunday. Heisman Trophy runner-up Anthony Thompson of
Indiana scored twice for the East, on runs of one and 15 yards, and was stopped
on a 1-yard plunge in the game's last minute.
• • •
FORT WORTH - Andre Ware, the NCAA record-smashing All-America selection and Heisman Trophy winner from the University of Houston, was named the
winner of the ninth annual Davey O'Brien National Quarterback Award on Saturday. Colorado's Darian Hagan finished second in voting and Notre Dame's Tony
Rice was third.

By The Associated Press
The last time Rick Pitino saw a
fist in his face, it belonged to a real
heavyweight, 6-foot-10 Georgetown coach John Thompson. This
time, it was just a pair of lightweights facing off.
Pitino, the Kentucky coach, and
Louisiana State counterpart Dale
Brown had to be restrained from
punching one another in a dispute
at the scorer's table Saturday.
Fourteenth-ranked LSU beat
Kentucky 94-81. The outcome of
the game was a foregone conclusion. A pitched battle between Pitino and Brown might have been
more interesting, but Pitino seemed
to pooh-pooh Brown's menace.
"I was very concerned when
John Thompson shook his fist at
me," Pitino said. "I was not that
concerned about Dale."

The confrontation took place
with 41,4 minutes left in the first
half after players for both coaches
were called for fouls in a near
punchoui
"I think Rick staged the whole
thing," Brown said. "I think he
was just trying to motivate his
team. I'm not that good of an actor.
I was pretty mad."
In the rest of Saturday's games,
it was: No. 1 Kansas 91, Oklahoma
State 77; No. 2 Georgetown 74,
DePaul 64; No. 3 Michigan 87, No.
16 Minnesota 83; No. 4 Oklahoma
103, Texas 84; No. 5 Missouri 111,
Nebraska 95; No. 6 Syracuse 81,
Boston College 66; No. 7 UNLV
82, Temple 76; No. 8 Illinois 85,
Northwestern 78; No. 9 Georgia
Tech 92, No. 17 North Carolina
State 85, and No. 10 Duke 91,
Maryland 80.

Also, No. 12 Arkansas 93, Texas
Christian 79; Purdue 81, No. 13
Indiana 79; No. 15 St. John's 71,
Pittsburgh 70; No. 19 UCLA 73,
No, 18 Arizona 67; No. 20 Memphis State 93, Southern Mississippi
77; No. 22 Oregon State 69, Oregon 67; No. 23 Loyola Marymount
119, San Diego 112; No, 24 Alabama 62, Mississippi State 57, and
No. 25 Xavier, Ohio 82, AlabamaBirmingham 61,
On Sunday, No. 11 Louisville
beat Florida State 73-66, and Pitino
and Brown made up.
"I have no animosity toward
Dale," Pitino said. "He knew it
was just part of the game."
Said Brown: "I hold no grudges.
I like Rick. Rick's an aggressive
coach."
• • •

Louisville's Everick Sullivan

SCOREBOAR,D

Golf

Customer Appreciation Days.

'Your more than one company agency."
David King

Defensive ...
(Cont'd from page 8)
other."
With the Racers clicking, what
seemed like a rebuilding year now
appears as an opportunity to win a
wide-open OVC race, and suddenly, a third straight regular-season
championship is not an
impossibility.
"It's a definite possibili.ty,"
Newton said. "It's up for grabs,
and we feel we're going to be a
factor in the race."
• • •
Before the game, four jersey
numbers joined the new championship banners in the rafters of Racer
Arena.
Jeff Martin, Howie Crittenden,
Bennie Purcell and the late Garrett
Beshear were all honored Saturday
nighi The new jersey banners were

College basketball
hung at the south end of the
building.
All of the old banners in the
north end were replaced with new
ones, while two were added to honor the 1988 NOAA team and the
1989 NIT club.
MOREHEAD STATE (SS)
Armstrong 2-8 0-1 6, Nichols 0-4 0-00, Bentz
4-8 0-0 8, Piobens 2-8 1-1 5, Boyd 2-8 2-3 7,
Tubbs 0-4 0-0 0, Malone 1-2 0-0 3, Wier 4-7
3-4 13, Matthews 2-4 0-04, Barnes 0-2 0-0 0,
Gainer 2-3 3-4 7. Totals 19-58 11-18 55.
MURRAY STATE (79)
Pride 1-3 0-0 2, Ogden 5-8 5-8 15, Jones
9-14 5-8 24, King 4-7 1-1 10, Allen 2-12 2-4 6,
Trotter 0-1 0-1 0, Overstreet 0-0 0-0 0, Coble
3-9 5-8 12, Spoils 1-3 3-5 5, Rosario 2-2 1-2 5.
Totals 27-60 22-31 79.
Halftime score- Murray St. 35, Morehead
Si. 25. 3-point goals-Morehead St. 8-20
(Armstrong 2-7, Miller 2-4, Malone 1-2, Boyd
1-1, Tubbs 0-2, Ntchols 0-2, Roberts 0-2), Murray St. 3-8 (Coble 1-2, King 1-1, Jones 1-1,
Allen 0-4). Fouled out- None. ReboundsMorehead St. 35 (Matthews 7), Murray SI. 45
(Jones 17). Assists-Morehead SI. 10 (Armstrong 6), Murray St. 16 (Allen 5). Total foulsMorehead St. 27, Murray St. 18. A-3,250.

Women rally for OVC win
By DAVID RAMEY
Lodger & Times Asst. Sports Editor

The Murray State Lady Racers
rallied from a nine-point halftime
deficit and used double figures
from five starters to give coach
Larry Wall his first Ohio Valley
Conference win, 76-68 over Morehead State Saturday in Racer
Arena.
"I am so proud of our team,"
Wall said after the Lady Racers
won their and his conference debut.
"It was a team effort in every sense
of the word."
After jumping out to a 9-2 lead,
Murray shot just 37 percent in the
first half, and Morehead outrebounded Murray 24-14 to take a
40-31 halftime lead.
With Michelle Wenning leading
the way, MSU rallied to regain the
lead at 54-51 on a 3-pointer from
Melissa Huffman. A stick-back
from Tawyna Pierce and back-to-

back buckets from Wenning helped
the Lady Racers push out to a fivepoint edge with 10 minutes
remaining.
Morehead State's Julie Magrane,
scoring 25 points to lead all scorers, helped the Lady Eagles get
within 67-66 with 3:51 left.
Magrane then answered two Karen
Johnson free throws with a score
before Huffman hit a jumper from
17-feet, and the Lady Racers hit
enough front ends of one-plus-one
situations down the stretch to post
the eight-point victory.
"There were different parts of
the second half where we had different people take control," Wall
said. "We did what we had to do to
win, and that's all that matters."
Wenning led the Lady Racers
with 19 points, while Pierce had
17, Julie Pinson 15, and Huffman
and Johnson 12 each.
MSU will host Eastern Kentucky
at 5:15 tonight.

Elway
(Cont'd from page 8)
downfield to Michael Young.
Young, who had slipped behind
cornerback Frank Minnifield, beat
him to the end zone for a 70-yard
scoring play.
Elway found Young again on a
53-yarder over Hanford Dixon in
the third quarter, setting up his
5-yard scoring toss to tght end
Orson Mobley for a 17-7
advantage.
The strong-armed Elway, criticized for his inability to master the
touch pass, seemed particularly
pleased with that timing pattern.
"Just another touch pass," he
said, smiling.
On the next series, Elway
scrambled for a 25-yard gain, setting up Sammy Winder's 7-yard
scoring run.
The Browns countered with two
quick scores to cut the deficit to
24-21 at the end of three quarters,
but Elway was up to the task.
He passed 23 yards to Vance
Johnson, then scrambled to his left
and threw back across the field to
Johnson for a 20-yard gain. Beating the blitz on second-and-I2,
Elway found Winder across the
middle, and the veteran running
back outmaneuvered Minnifield for
a 39-yard scoring play and a 31-21
lead with 12:35 left.
The Broncos tacked on two sub-

753-8355

sequent field goals - one of them
set up by Elway's 11-yard run on a
quarterback draw and the other on
his scrambling, 17-yard sideline
heave to Mobley.
"The key was the second half
when we kept answering their
scores," Elway said. "That's the
best we've played all year."

Saturday's College Scone
EAST
American U. 60, East Carolina 50
Connecbcul 79, &iron Hsi 76
Dartmouth 75, Cornell 74
Drexel 73, Delaware 65
Fairfield 53, Cantata 49
Harvard 87, Cduntia 74
Hofstra 71, Lafayette 64
lona 69. Niagara 64
Lehigh 77, Bucknel 74
Loyda, 14d. 82, Army 55
Maine 70. edge!, 62
Manhattan 77. Si Peters 72, 20T
Massachusetts 13, West Virginia 79
lArtimouth, NJ 71, Mount St Mary's, Md. 49
Navy 80. Willem 8 Mary 59
Northeastern 79, New Hampshire 69
Penn 69, Yale 62
Penn St. 43, Si B041119•MIlf• 61
Princeton 64, Brown 53
Rider 83, Towson Si. 92, OT
Roden Morris 79. Long Island U. 51
Rutgers 70. Dudreene 67
St. Francis, Pa, 83, Si. Francis, NY 71
Si. John's 71, Pittsburgh 70
Syracuse 81, Boston College 66
UNLV 82. Tampa 76
Vermont 77, Cent Connecticut St. 65
Manors 102, Providence 74
Wagner 93, Fairlagh Dickinson 70
SOUTH
Alabama 62, Mssissippi St 57
Alabama St 104, Prairie Vlore 96
Alcorn St. 77. Grarnbing Si. 69
Appalachian Si. 101. Citadel 64
Campbell 77, Baptist Coll 60
Centenary 113, Ark.-Uttis Rock 111
Clemson 76, Wake Fotest 57
Col of Charleston 71, Coastal Cantina 56
Cpiri St. 94, Lincoln, Pa 37
D irrare St. 84, Howard U. 73
Duke 91, Maryland 80
E. Kentucky 61, Austin Perry 59
E. Tennessee St. 94, Furman 65
Flonda 84, Auturn 62
Flonda A&M 96, S carol,,. St. 76
Georgia 106, Vanderbilt 81
Georgia Southern 71, Stetson 70
George Si. 55, Hardin-Simmons 54
George Tech 92 N. Crane Si 85
Jamie Madison 67. N C..59hnnnglon 57
LSU 94, Kentucky 81
Marshall 86, Tri -Chattanooga 83, OT
krioNisese Si. 74, NW Louisiana 71
Memphis St 93, S. Mississippi 77
Morgan St, 83, Md.-E. Shore 73
Murray St 79, Morehead St 55
N Carolina MT 90, Bethune-Cookman 77
NC. Charlotte 77, Jadisomille 70
NE Louisiana 109, Stephen F.Austin 69
Nora Orleans 82, Oklahoma Baptist 59
North Carokna 92, Virgrna 70
Richmond 87, George Mason 73
SW LC1)654914 103. Cleveland Si. 92
South Carolina 59, Cincinnati 53
South Flonda 98, South Alabama 74
Southern U 99, lass Valley Si. 95
Tennessee Tech 89, TVICI•9••• SL 82
Texas Southern 87, Jackson St. 74
Texas-Pan American 96, Nicholls Si 60
Texas-San Antoci(' 71, Mercer 52
Tulsa 63, liessissipp 47
irInginie Tech 72, Tulane 64
W. Caroina 72, VIII 66
W Krintudry 69, Old Dorinion 65
VAnthrop 60, Cent. Flonda 45
MIDWEST
Ball Sr. 105, Fla International 50
Bowing Green 99, W. Ilichgan 75
Bradley 73. Wichita Si. 65
Cent litchrgan 100, Ohio U 88, OT
Dayton 88, Loyola, II, 71
Drake 79, S. Hinds 71
Evansville 56, Bola 51
Georgetown 74, DePaul 64
Ili-Chicago 66. SW Missouri Si 61
Illinois 85 Northwestern 78
Indiana St 58, lands Sr 43
Iowa St 86. Davidson 71
Kansas 91, Oklahoma Si. 77
K•f9 Si. 79, Toledo 62
Louislans Tech 75, Akron 70
Aland, Ohio 44, E Mdrigav, 78
lAchigan 87. lAnnesota 83
lAchigan St 87, Iowa 90

"The big thing was we didn't let
Mayes take the shots," said Louisville coach Denny Crum, who
employed a special box-and -one
defense against Florida State in the
final minutes. Sullivan tagged the
high-scoring Mayes, who finished
with a game-high 27 points but was
scoreless the final 7:29 of the
game.

Receive A Complete Engine
Overhaul FREE* During Our

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
901 Sycamore

"He's really haunted us," Florida State coach Pat Kennedy said
Sunday after Sullivan shut down
Tharon Mayes in the game's final
minutes as No. 11 Louisville
scored the last eight points of the
game to take a 73-66 Metro Conference victory.

FREE!*

The Insurance Center
of Murray

TUCSON, Ariz. - With his veteran opponents unable to apply any pressure,
rookie Robert Gamez romped over his home course to a four-stroke victory Sunday in the Tucson Open. The 21-year-old Gamez needed only a final round of
2-under-par 70 at the TPC at Star Pass to become the first player since Ben Crenshaw in 1973 to win in his initial start as a member of the PGA Tour. Gamez, who
passed up his final year at the University of Arizona to join the pro ranks, finished
with an 18-under-par 270 total.

beat Florida State with his offense
a year ago, and this season he took
care of the Seminoles with his
defense.

,

This limited time offer covers the labor
for all brands of Scooters, ATV's, Dirt Bikes
and Motorcycles.

Hurry And Call Now!
taseoun 111, Nebraska 95
Ma -Kane* City 69, N I limit 51
Si. 68, Vfismnsin 53
Purdue 81, Indiana 79, OT
Si Louis 68. Dardl 66
46.-Green Bay 58, E lands 56
Wright St 90, Youngstown Si 80
Xavier. Ohio 82, Ala.-Birningham 61
SOUTHWEST
hossar 79
Arkansas 93, TexasC
Houston 83, Texas Tech 63
Lamar 76, E. Texas Badge! 70
Oklahoma 103, Texas 84
Floe 65 Baylor 62
SW Texas Si. 88, Texas-Arlington 67
Sam Hanlon St 70. North Texas 65
FAR WEST
Bilglewn
CellunilsY6
8;16•
7sringt
9 84..
on 1888c°
56
78
Colorado 79, Kantras St 62
Colorado St. 66, Newel 64
E Washington 71. Montana 70
Fullerton Si 76, Padfic U 73
flowage 63. San Francisco 61
Loyd' tAarytriount 119. San Diego 112
Montana Sr. 86. Idaho 82
Nevada-Reno 59, Boise St 53
New Mszoo Si 88. UC Irvine 75
Oregon St. 69, Oregon 67
Portland 58, St. Mary's, Cat 46
S Utah 93, Chicago St 71
San Diego St. 72, Air Force 68
Santa Clara 72, Papperdine 70
Southern Cal 69, Anzona St 59
Texas-El Paso it. Utah 60
LC Santa Barbara 82, Long Beach St 67
UCLA 73. Arizona 67
Utah Sr 77, San Jose Si. 72
Weber St. 67. N Arizona 19
• • •
Sunday's Scores
EAST
Clarkson 92. Allred 71
Dominican. MY. 100, Castlelon St 02
IGngs Point 63, Hanwick 58
RPI 115, St Lawrence 59
Rhode Island 79, Georvi Washington 59
S. Maine 74. St. Joseph's, Marro 65
Utica 84. Brockport Sr 60
SOUTH
Louisville 73, Flonda St 66
Winston-Salem 72, Fayetteville Sr. 69
FAR WEST
Stanford 69, Washington St 49
The Top Twenty Five
The Top Twenty Fnie Warns in the Associated
Press college basketball poll with first-dace votes
in parentheses, records through Jan. 14, total
points
based
on
25-24-23-22-21-20-19-18-17-16-15-14-13-12-11-10
-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1 and last week's ranking:
Record Pis Pa'.
1 Kansas (46)
18-0 1,549 1
2 Georgetown (15)
13-0 1.517 2
12-0 1,420 4
4
3' 14
Oklahomaou (1()1)
15-1 1,319 5
5 Syracuse
12-1 1.298 6
gin
6
7 Ilinoidur
11124
-1 1,203
1.222
8 Duke
12-2 1,132 10
9. UNIV
vas 7
10-3
10. Lisvil
oule
968 11
12-2
11. Georgia Tech
11-1
956 9
12. Arkansas
906 12
13. LSU
10-2
843 14
14. Indian.
647 13
12-2
IS. St. John's
584 15
14-3
16. UCLA
583 19
11-2
17. Ls Salle
10-1
466 21
18. Oregon St
12-2
396 22
19. N. Caroina St.
307
370 25
17
20. Xavier, Ohio
21. Loyola Marymount
11-3
291 23
22. Minnesota
277 16
10-3
23. Arizona
9-3
273 18
21. Purdue
11-2
217 25. Alabama
167 24
12-3
ONO

Other receiving voles Mar Mexico St, 133,
s St. 106, I4chigan St 109, SW Louisiana
367riorado
18
Si 28, lAssisuppi 22. Clemson 21,
15,
Texas
Maryland 14, liillanova 10, Louisiana
Ted, I. ConnecioJt 7, Massachusetts 7, Florida 6,
Holy Cross 5, Vanderbilt 5, Oho Sr 4, North Carolna 3, Providence 3, N. Iowa 2. Stanford 2.
Ala.-81rtringham 1, Appalachian St 1, E Tennessee St 1, Hawaii 1

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 So. SYCAMORE

753-8355

FDR Honda-Suzuki
1034 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.

502-442-1626

'

•All required parts, gaskets and related supplies must be purchased at FDR Honda
'Single cylinders only
•Sortie restncuons apply.

Monday, Jan. 15
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo, Inc.

Half-time Shoot-Out
* Make four shots from selected
spots on the floor and win!
It's thateasy!

Be a part of the action!
Contest rules are available at the MSU Athletic
Office in Roy Stewart Stadium or at the program
booth in Racer Arena

**Racer Basketball**
MSU VS. EASTERN KENTUCKY

SHONEra

Announces
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SlittlettlinN

EW

Monday 4 p.m.-10 p.m.

BARGAIN TABLES

5.29

Tuesday 4 p.m.-10 p.m.

Now Thru January 20, 1990
-Small Appliances -Toys -Tools
•Paint -Household Products • Much More!

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

Chestnut St.

7
"
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aa
HARDWARI STORE *

SPAGHETTI
49
With Salad Bar

$3

VV OFF

Hours:
M-S 7:30-5:30
Sat 7:30-5:00

All-You-Can-Eat

7543-5471110"

FISH FRY
5 Piece Dinner

$3

49
With Salad Bar

$5.29

*Salad Bar Includes All-You-Can-Eat Soup, Salad and Fruit Bar.
'Also featuring Potato Bar.

1501 N. 12th St.

753-9257
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Farm export banner raised Bandarra, Glover win district conservation contest
high in view of global talks Rachelle Bandarra, a student at Elementary, Maranda Allbritten,
By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer

WASHINGTON — If Agriculture Department analysts are persistent
and tough-minded about anything, it is the importance of farm commodity
exports to the American economy.
Thriving export markets have been hailed for decades as the way to
prosperity for U.S. farmers. Now, with global trade negotiations scheduled to conclude under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade by
the end of this year, the banners are being hoisted even higher.
New farm legislation in Congress also will bear heavily on the export
situation and whatever changes shape up in the GATT talks. The United
States is the world's No. 1 farm exporter and is determined to remain so.
The United States is seeking greater liberalization of world agricultural
trade, including the gradual elimination of "trade distorting" subsidies
and programs among GATT member countries.
Meanwhile, USDA analysts are making sure that lawmakers, lobbyists
and negotiators have ample information about exports and their
importance.
For example, Kathryn L. Lipton of the department's Economic
Research Service, says that in 1987 each dollar's worth of agricultural
exports stimulated an additional $1.65 of output in the U.S. economy.
About 85 percent, or more than $1.40 of the benefits, went to non-farm
sectors of the U.S. economy, according to the studies.
Lipton said supporting activities required to produce 1987 exports of
$28.6 billion generated an additional $47.2 billion, including $7.2 billion
in the farm sector, $3.7 billion in the food processing sector and $15.2
billion in other manufacturing sectors. The trade and transportation sector
was estimated to have gained $5.8 billion from agricultural exports in
1987 and "other services" about $15.3 billion, she said.
A new "fact sheet" by the department's Foreign Agricultural Service
adds its support, describing exports as of "vital importance to U.S. farmers and the nation's economy" in general.
"Inflation rates, levels of unemployment and the exchange rate of the
U.S. dollar are all closely related to the exchange of agricultural products
between the United States and other nations," the report said.
In fiscal 1989, it said, as export values rose to $39.7 billion, about onefourth of farmers' $157 billion in cash receipts came from exports.
"These exports enhance farmers' ability to utilize land, equipment and
capital fully," the report said. "This, in turn, allows them to produce at a
lower cost, thereby increasing production efficiency and the U.S. comparative advantage in agricultural output."
The one-sheet report said agricultural exports create an estimated 1 million full-time jobs, including 424,000 on farms producing commodities
for the overseas market. The rest are jobs beyond the farm gate, in financing, processing, storage, packaging and other sectors.
Looking at the 1989 marketing year for several crops, the report said
exports took 79 percent of the wheat output, 48 percent of the soybeans,
42 percent of the corn, 40 percent of the cotton and 38 percent of the
tobacco.
Although U.S. farm commodities are shipped to more than 160 countries, 76 percent of the exports went to only 10 countries in the fiscal year
that ended last Sept. 30. Japan was the biggest, accounting for about 21
percent of the U.S. export total.
But the United States is also one of the world's leading importers of
agricultural products, along with West Germany, the Soviet Union and
Japan.
In 1988-89, agricultural imports were valued at $21.5 billion, accounting for about 5 percent of total U.S. imports last fiscal year.
About two-thirds of the imports are "competitive" items that also are
produced by the United States, such as vegetables, meats, fruits and citrus
juices, sugar, wines and dairy products. The "non-competitive" products
include coffee, cocoa, natural rubber, bananas, spices and tea.
Canada, Mexico, Brazil and Australia head the list of suppliers for U.S.
agricultural imports. Other major providers include Indonesia, New Zealand, Colombia, the Netherlands, France and Italy. The top 10 accounted
for 51 percent of the shipments last year.
It's not all smooth sailing, as the raw figures might suggest. Other
countries want bigger slices of the world's agricultural trade. The European Economic Community, for example, has often gone head-to-head
with the United States. Each uses export subsidies and other devices to
lure foreign buyers.
The EEC's policies and the U.S. challenge of them are among the
major obstacles in the current trade talks, the so-called Uruguay Round of
GATT negotiations.
And the surplus production potential of the EEC is never far from view,
as another report by the department's Foreign Agricultural Service
suggests.
The EEC, the report said, "could have record exportable supplies of
wheat in 1990-91 due to the possibility of a record crop" this year, based
upon acreages of winter wheat planted last fall.
"Just how the (EEC) will cope with record supplies and consequently
lower prices in 1990-91 remains to be seen," the report said.

KIDS EAT

FREE!
Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.
Children under 10 may choose any
item on our Child's menu, absolutely FREE. Only two children per paying adult.
Bel-Air Center
753-0440

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
Read the want ads daily

Calloway County High School, and
Danielle Glover, Murray Middle
School, were the district winners in
the Calloway County Conservation
Essay and Poster contest,
respectively.
The winning poster and essay
have been submitted for the state
championship in Louisville. The
essay contest was sponsored by the
Louisville Courier-Journal, Kentucky Association of Conservation
Districts, Kentucky Department of
Education and the Calloway County Conservation District.
First place essay school winners
were: Bandana, Calloway County
High; Michael Haney, Calloway
Middle School.
Second place school winners
were: Krystal Michelle Foley,
CHS: Jason Leet, CMS.
Third place school winners were:
Jason Carson, CHS: Mac Rae Coleman, CHS.
First place poster school winners
were: Glover, Murray Middle
School; Rhea Ann Wright, Calloway Middle School; Matthew
Clemson, Robertson Elementary,
Rachel Marie Murrell, Southwest

East Elementary, Justin Page Paschall, North Elementary, and Kristen Kopperud, Carter Elementary.
Second place school winners
were: Jayson Daniel Brittain, Murray Middle, Kili Carson, CMS;
Fulton Hart, Robertson; Erica
Stickler, Southwest Elementary;
Shane Burkeen, East Elementary;
Melissa Marie Johnson, North
Elementary; and Joey Woods,
Carter.
Third place school winners were:
Emma Shaw, Murray Middle; Ashley Bucy, Calloway Middle; Kristie
Gann, Southwest; Jamie Sanders,
East Elementary; Mechelle Renee
Woodall, North Elementary, and
Rachel Roberson, Carter.
The schools with the highest
number of entries in the poster contest were North, East, and Southwest elementary schools with 100%
participation.
Awards will be presented to the
first place school winners and the
co,unty winners at the Calloway
County Conservation District's
Annual Awards Dinner to be held
on Monday, March 12, at the Seven
Seas Restaurant.

Rachelle Bandarra was one of the district winners in the conservation
essay contest. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George Bandarra.
Pictured from left are Larry Gilbert, vocational agriculture teacher,
at Calloway County High School, Bandarra, and Jerry Ainley, principal at Calloway High.

Kentucky Dairy Conference to focus
on improved cow comfort, heat stress
Dairymen from across the state will
meet in Louisville late this month for
the 1990 Kentucky Dairy Conference.
Improving cow comfort and learning how to combat heat stress in dairy
cattle are some of the highlights of this
year's conference, said Donna
Amaral, Extension dairy specialist
with the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture.
The conference will take place Jan.
23-24 at the Executive Inn West hotel
and feature local and out-of-state
guest speakers, Amaral said.
Speakers include Barry Steevens
from the University of Missouri, who
will talk about how to improve cow
comfort and combat heat stress in
dairy cattle. David Combs, from the
University of Wisconsin, will talk
about the importance offorage quality
in increasing milk production.
A local dairymen panel, featuring
Charles Nickerson of Mason County
and Lee Robey of Logan County, will
tell how improving forage quality has

helped their production.
''These panels of producers are
always popular with dairymen because they hear how other dairy
producers do things," she said.
Other topics include: the new animal model, which evaluates the genetics of dairy cattle; the current status
of bovine sornatotropin; and an update on the 1990 farm bill.
Participants in the conference will
also be able to view commercial
exhibits of dairy technology, Amaral
said. Also at the conference will be a
meeting of the Kentucky Milk Producers Association, a group organized last year to help dairy producers
improve their profits.
Registration at the conference is
S20 at the door and includes lunches
on both days of the conference.
Amaral said that dairymen who want
to know more about the conference
can contact their county Extension
offices.

Danielle Glover was one of the district winners in the conservation
poster contest. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Glover. Pictured from left are Pat McMullin, sixth grade science teacher at Murray Middle School, Glover, and John Hina, principal at Murray
Middle.

Paducah livestock market listed

ELECTRICITY..
Today's
Way to
Care
Electricity is the personal
caretaker. During those magic
moments in our teenagers' lives
when how they look and feel is so
important, electricity is there.
From the curling iron to stereo
sound, electricity provides for their
personal care. And as you watch
them grow, you know tks power in
their lives is safe, clean ah•dzeliable.
Electricity is today's way to
live. ..today's way to care.

West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative
Corporation
753-5012

Cattle 670, Calves 17 compared
500-6001b. 77.00-82.50, lot of
to kr week Slaughter Steers and
5691b. 84.00, 600-7001b.
Heifers untested, Cows steady, 76.00-82.50, 700-8401b.
Bulls 1.00-2.00 higher, Calves 70.00-77.00, Medium No. 2
1.00-2.00 higher, Vealers untested, 300-500lb. 75.00-83.00, Large No.
Feeder Steers steady 1.00 higher on 2 3001b. 80.00 Small No. 1
weights under 500 lb., 2.00-3.00 225-4851b 76.00-81.00, 570-6151b.
lower on weights over 500 lb., 72.00-77.00, Medium No. 2
Heifers 1.00-2.00 higher with qual- 300-500lb. 74.00-77.00, Large No.
ity improvement.
2 3551b. 74.00-77.00, Small No. 1
SLAUGHTER COWS: Breaking 350-5001b. 69.00-77.00.
Utility 2-3 44.00-47.50, Cutter and
STOCK COWS and CALVES:
Boning Utility 1-3 42.50-47.25, Medium No. 1 620.00-66.00
couple 50.00-50.25, Cutter 1-2 Medium No. 2 and Small No. 1
37.50-43.00.
390.00-530.00 with 150-2501b
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Yield calves at side.
grade 1-2 1635-2025 lb. indicating
STOCK COWS: Medium No 1
77-79 Carcass boning percent 510.00-620.00.
56.50-60.75.
STOCK BULLS: Medium and
SLAUGHTER CALVES: Choice Large No. 1 835-110Ib.
365-475, Calves 70.00-75.00.
62.50-65.25.
FEEDERS: STEERS: Medium
SHEEP: 38 SLAUGHTER
No. 1 and few Large No. 1 235-270 LAMBS: Choice 100-1061b.
lb. 77.00-82.75 individual 105.00, 56.50-57.25 Good 50.00.
300-400lb. 80.00-100.00 few
106.00-110.00, 400-500lb. SLAUGHTER EWES: Good 971
lb. 22.00.
80.00-100.00 most 81.00-90.00,

\'''''SUP•R•BLOCK.
BRAND Can
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for Brood Cows
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Veterans Organizations trying to get
Vietnam veterans signed up for bonus
The Joint Executive Council of
Veterans Organizations recently
agreed to set Saturday, Jan. 20, for
a state-wide effort to get as many
Vietnam and Vietnam Era Veterans
and their beneficiaries signed up
for the bonus as possible,
announced Joint Council Chairman
Bill Warner.
The absolute deadline to file for
the bonus is midnight February
28th. "So many individuals and
groups have worked for so long to
see this bonus brought to life that
we feel we must do all we can possibly do to ensure that every possibly eligible veteran in the state
has an opportunity to apply for the
bonus." Said John Adams Joint
Council Secretary. "I think the sad-

dest thing that could happen is if
on the first day of March some vet-

eran were to walk in and say I am
here to apply for my bonus. I just
heard about it."
The times which your local veterans organization will be open to
help you on Saturday may vary but
almost all of them have some time
designated to help veterans in the
filling out of this application.
The Veterans Bonus Branch
itself will be the resident expert for
the day via the in state toll fret
phone 1-800-223-0713. Anyone
with questions no matter how
simple or large should call this
number for more information.
"That is why that number was
installed." said Branch Manager Ed

Gill. We have helped thousands of
applicants over the phone. We have
designated personnel whose sole
responsibility is the manning of
that number. We also want to see
how our response will be on a
Saturday to see if we need to
extend our phone hours to meet the
demand as it draws nearer to the
deadline as we did early in the
program.
"We are averaging well more
than 500 applications per day now
and I feel confident that we will
reach at least the 80,000 mark
when the application period draws
to a close." said Larry Amett,
director for the Divison of vetemas
affairs.

Murray High to host videoconference
Murray High School will be the
host for a free, one-hour videoconference on Monday evening, Jan.
22, which addresses the concerns
of area students and their parents
about how to pay for a college
education.
Sponsored by the Southern Association of Student Financial Aid
Administrators, the teleconference
titled "Paying for College: Scholarships and Other Financial Aid
Programs" will be transmitted live
via satellite at 6:30 p.m. to locations across the nation.
Wanda Laird, guidance counselor at Murray High School,
arranged for the telecast, which is
produced by Old Dominion University and underwritten by Crestar
Bank.
Johnny McDougal, director of
student financial aid at Murray
State University, will be available
as a resource person at Murray
High School during the teleconference to respond to questions about
student financial aid.
A panel to present the program
will include: Dr. Dallas Martin Jr.,
president of the National Associa-

High-tech
'80s bring
new words
By TRUDY TYNAN
Associated Press Willer

SPRINGFIELD, Mass. — In
the 1960s, space exploration
opened new realms for dictionaries. In the '70s, fresh words
sprouted from political scandal. The '80s watchwords?
"AIDS was the word of the
'80s," said James Lowe, senior
editor of Merriam-Webster dictionaries. The abbreviation for
acquired immune deficiency
syndrome was seen and heard
everywhere by the late 1900s.
New words also emerged
from lifestyles, business, the
kitchen and computers.
Victoria Neufeldt, editor-inchief of Webster's New World
Dictionary in Cleveland,
offered a compound noun,
"couch potato," as typifying
the decade. "It reflects our
great concern with lifestyles
during the 1980s," she said.
"Usually politics is a fertile
source of new words," but that
wasn't the case in the 1980s.
Instead it was a decade
when the battle cries of big
business, talk of "poison pills"
and "white knights," became
part of the general vocabulary,
and computer language moved
into the living room.
The decade opened with
"yuppie" and "gridlock." We
worried about "toxic shock
syndrome" and "Lyme disease." Soon we were carrying
"laptops," and doing "spreadsheets" on our "PCs." And
"fax" became a verb.
We drank "blush wine" and
listened to "new wave" music
on "CDs" and "laser discs."
And when the teen-age children of the teen-agers of the
1950s took to "doo-wop," it
rocked into major dictionaries.
In the '70s, Americans made
verbs out of nouns. In the 1105.
we turned to adjectives.
"Microwaveable," spelled both
with and without the first "e,"
was listed by Merriam's.
In 1988, "computer virus"
was Lowe's new word of the
year.
The decade ended with a
split decision on "glasnost."
New World editors included it
In the 1988 updated Collegiate
dictionary, but the jury is still
out at Merriam's.
"Most waiters still treat it as
a foreign term and include a
definition," Lowe said. "When
they stop 'Including the explanation, then it will be ready for
inclusion."

V

tion of Student Financial Aid
Administrators; Anne M. Sturtevant, director of financial aid at
Emory University in Atlanta; and
Vemetta P. Fairley, director of
financial aid at the University of
Southern Mississippi in
Hattiesburg.
Among questions to be
addressed are: Who is eligible for
financial aid and how is the amount
of aid determined? How much does
it cost to go to college, and when is

the money due? What is the family
expected to contribute? How is the
application process completed correctly the first time? When does a
student apply for a scholarship and
other financial aid programs? Is it
possible for students to financially
divorce their parents?
McDougal said the program
should be of particular value to
college-bound high school juniors
and seniors and their parents from
throughout West Kentucky.
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Specialist should diagnose hemoptysis
By Peter H. Gott, MD.
DEAR DR GOTT This past month,
I coughed up some bright red blood
My doctor indicated, because it was
bright red, that I might have a sinus
infection, and he prescribed erythromycin for two weeks. Ten days into
the prescription, I coughed up brown
blood. He then ordered a chest X-ray
that was clear. Since I live in a town
that is ninth in the state for air pollution, because of emissions from a
manufacturing plant, I'm frightened.
What might be causing this problem?
DEAR READER Coughing up
blood (hemoptysis) should be a red
flag for doctors because it can indicate severe lung disease, such as infection or cancer. The prudent physician would not be satisfied with a
normal chest X-ray, especially since
you coughed up blood on two
occasions.
You need further testing. In particular. bronchoscopy could identify the
source of your hemoptysis. During the
test, a specialist passes a small, flexible, lighted tube down the windpipe
and into the lungs' bronchial passageways. Bronchoscopy enables a specialist to identify the source of bleeding in the lungs and determine

whether a small tumor or a focus of
infection, which would not be visible
on an X-ray, could be causing the
problem.
I share your concern Ask your doctor to refer you to a pulmonary specialist. To give you more information,
I'm sending you a free copy of my
Health Report "Medical Specialists."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $1.25 with their name and
address to PO. Box 91369, Cleveland,
OH 44101-3369. Be sure to mention
the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I read your recent column about low libido. On the
contrary, what would a 'physician do
in the case of a very high libido, which
can be bothering as well?
DEAR READER: Excessive sexual
urges, like Truth and Justice, are often a matter of definition- "High libido" to one person may be normal sexual interest to another. As a
practicing physician, I am often
asked by patients how to improve sexual performance and interest; I cannot remember ever seeing a patient
who was concerned about being oversexed. I suspect my perception is
shared by most general doctors.
Nonetheless, there are adults with
excessive libido, who seem unable to

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP)

data to learn what caused the mys-

terious signals.
,
Weather over Nbrth Africa was
clear today and the astronauts
snapped pictures of Lake Chad, the
Nile Valley and fires in Kenya for
an IMAX film called "Planet
Earth," which will document damage that man and nature are doing

/fed€ieS

THE ACES ON BRIDGE'

Frostbite is the destruction of
surface or superficial body tissue
as a result of exposure to cold, with
secondary structural and functional
disturbances of the smaller blood
vessels.
Hypothermia is the lowering of
the overall body temperature.
Neither condition is particularly
uncommon in young animals, especially poorly nourished calves and

Tips for
fighting 1*
jet lag
@Consult an aircraft seating
chart; request bulkhead or
emergency exit seats, which
have more leg room.
▪ Don't drink alcohol; it causes
dehydration. Drink water.
Sleep and eat on your
'
destination time schedule. Ask
the flight attendant to serve your
meals at your specified time.
II Avoid big meals; air pressure
causes gas in the intestines to
expand.
I Request a special meal 24
hours in advance from the
airline.
II Don't wear contact lenses on
long flights; they'll dry out.
III Bring a game or book for
mental stimulation.
B Don't cross your legs; that
interferes with blood circulation.

"The heart that is soonest awake to
the flowers
Is always the first to be touched by
the thorns."
— Thomas Moore.

NORTH
-•K J

I-15-A

10 8 7 4

•10 8

4A K J 8 3
WEST

EAST

4 A K 10 8 7 4

•Q J 53

Give today's problem to 100
52
bridge players and it's a good bet •6 5 3
that 90 percent will back the club fi- 462

nesse. Study the situation closely
and see if you go along with the
majority.
After the opening lead is ruffed in
dummy, most players will see only
one road to success. They draw
trumps and run the club 10 for a losing finesse. After East takes the
queen, the defenders take two
spades and a heart, and the game
falls two short.
Had the club finesse succeeded,
the game would have scored with an
extra reward of a doubled overtrick
(100 points). Was the lure of the
overtrick worth risking the game?
Do you see a safer way to play the
hand?
After ruffing the opening lead,
South should lead a low club from
dummy. East wins, but what can he
do? If be cubes his heart ace or
leads a trump,he bolds South to contract If be leads a spade, dummy
ruffs and South gets to his hand with
a club to draw the trumps, scoring
an overtrick.
The relatively safe play for the
game gives up any legitimate
chance for the overtrick. In exchange, South virtually ensures his
doubled contract, so it is clearly the
right play.

get enough sex They rarely achieve
gratification By and large, these people suffer from psychological disorders; sex has become a repetitive, obsessive act, and this obsession usually
interferes with normal everyday activities and interpersonal relations.
Therefore, when sex assumes paramount importance, to the exclusion of
other interests, the behavior mimics
similar addictive patterns — such as
drug abuse and gambling In this circumstance. counseling or psychiatric
help is necessary to put libido back
into perspective so patients can lead
more balanced and ordered lives
My advice to a person with "high libido" is Talk to a doctor and, if necessary, consider counseling.
1990 NEWSPAPER ENTERF'RISE .ASSN

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M D

Alarm interrupts sleep on Columbia

— Columbia's astronauts settled
into a day of medical and science
experiments today after being
roused early from sleep by an
alarm signaling a brief problem
with a navigation system.
The three phantom signals that
triggered the buzzing alarm posed
icii/ °
Pe
2.a
no threat to the mission, and the
five crew members went back to
bed. After waking at the normal
0ciahiav
time, commander Dan Brandenstein
FROSTBITE
foals exposed to storms and/or successfully tested the system and
brought it back on line.
Long range weather forecasts extreme cold.
Mission Control reported the
and various almanacs indicate that
Pigs farrowed in extreme cold
Kentucky may be in for a cold
often suffer frosting of exposed fleeting signals were in a speedwinter, which presents special
parts, especially the ears, and/or measuring accelerometer that is
problems to owners whose animals hypothermia. Sometimes combs of pan of what's known as an Inertial
Measurement Unit, a key compoare outside.
chickens are affected.
nent
of the shuttle's guidance
skin
frosting
the
Slight
causes
to
One of these is the simple probbecome pale and bloodless, soon system.
lem of sufficient water, which can
When the alarm sounded in the
become a severe problem if temp- followed by intese redness, heat,
cabin
as the astrOnants slept, Branswelling.
In
cases,
severe
and
pain
eratures get below freezing for a
skin may be destroyed and peel off. denstein woke up and asked the
considerable period of time.
In hypothermia, metabolic and control center if there were anyIt is so obvious that it is seldom
physiological processes slow. thing he could do.
mentioned, but water is the single
Controllers told him the spaceRespiration and heart rate slow
most important dietary component down, blood pressure lowers and ship computer had shifted automatfor all species. Adult animals can
ically to a second IMU, that everyfinally consciousness is lost.
go a week or two without feed, but
thing
was OK and to go back to
Both can be treated by warming
one day without water and they are
the animal, slowly to avoid shock sleep.
There are three such devices
uncomfortable, two days and they
unless death is imminent.
are obviously sick and in three
Temperature need not always be aboard. Only one is needed for a
days many will be dead.
severely low to cause frostbite. safe flight, but flight rules dictate
Wind chill is likely a more impor- that if one failed, Mission Control
Water is important in carrying
tant
factor, and young animals would consider bringing the astrowaste out of the body, in digesting
begin
to be at risk when the wind nauts home as soon as possible
food, in breathing, in literally every
chill
factor is at zero Fahrenheit. because of the possibility of a combody function.
While your veterinarian can treat mon problem in all three units.
When the astronauts were
frostbite and hypothermia, prevenExtremely cold weather, howevwakened
at the regular time two
tion
is the best route. If you have
er, presents a difficult problem for
hours
after
the alarm, they were
animals
about
give
to
birth,
keep
many animal owners. Ponds, even
an eye on the weather. Wind chill told that scientists on the ground
streams may freeze over and the
factor charts are easily available, had monitored the suspect unit and
ice become so solid the animals
most places that sell calendars have had detected no further problems.
cannot break through to drink.
them and most weather forecasts Brandenstein was told to put it
Automatic watering devices will
back in operation and realign it by
include that information.
work only to a point, after which
Also, when you see extreme cold aiming at two stars.
troughs and sometimes the faucets
"The crew successfully did
weather on the way, devise ways to
themselves may freeze.
prevent frostbite. Usually a simple some celestial navigation," said
Usually, surface ice on streams
Mission Control commentator
windbreak is sufficient.
and ponds can be broken and the
Brian
Welch. "We just got word
Your veterinarian can probably
troughs and faucets thawed suffitell you some clever ways to solve that all looks good. IMUs 1, 2 and
ciently to allow animals to drink, the problems, but you'll
have to 3 are all chugging along in good
though this may need to be done
ask or he or she won't know you shape."
several times a day. Perhaps the
need the help.
Controllers were studying radio
most important thing is to remember that the water is a necessity, it
must be available.
BOBBY WOLFF
Possibilities of frostbite and
hypothermia must also be remembered in extremely cold weather,
especially for animals which may
give birth out of doors.
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A Q 96
•4 2
4Q 5 4

SOUTH
49 6 2
V3
•AKQJ 97
4109 7
Vulnerable: Neither
Dealer: North
The bidding:
North
1
3,
Pass

East
Pass
4.
Dbl.

South

West
2•
24
5•
Pass
All pass

Opening lead: Spade king

LEAD WITH THE ACES
1-15-E1

South holds
•9 8 7 6 4 2
•8
•K J 9 7 3

East
1 NT

South
Pass

West
3 NT

North
All pass

ANSWER: Diamond seven. Spades
are longer but diamonds are
stronger.
Said brbege questoxas to The Aces, PO Box
MO, Dallas, Texas '61215, with selt-oedrawsd,
stamped envelope for reply
en.TrIght, IN. noose Pasture Syndicate

launch site at Cape Canaveral was
all right.
Mission Control said the weather
for Friday's planned landing at
Edwards looked good. A nighttime
touchdown is scheduled for 2:59
a.m. PST.
The wakeup music today was the
University of Washington fight
song. One of the crew members,
mission specialist Bonnie Dunbar,
is a Washington graduate.
"Good morning for your second
wakeup of the morning," the control center said, referring to the
earlier alarm.
Brandenstein, Dunbar, pilot Jim
Wetherbee and mission specialists
Marsha lvins and David Low are
devoting the final days of the flight
to experiments after accomplishing
their main goals during the first
half of the mission.

to the planet.
They also probed and poked one
another with medical instruments,
seeking information on how the
human body adapts over time to
space weightlessness.

Officials, meanwhile, also
reported that if Columbia had to
come home early, rain and clouds
probably would block a return
today or Tuesday at the primary
landing site at Edwards Air Force
Base, Calif.
A secondary .site, at White Sands
Space Harbor, N.M., also had

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
-9.39
I.B.M.98 +1
/
4
Previous Close
2689.21
Ingersoll Rand
503/• Air Products
47% -1
/
4
Kmart
34% -1
/
4
A.T.C.-Class A
39%B 39%A
Kroger
14% -1
/
4
AT&T
42% -VI
McDonalds
32 4
/
1
2
Bell South
52 -1/3
JCPenney
701
/
4 -1
Briggs & Stratton
26/
1
4 unc
Quaker Oats
551
/
4 -1
/
4
Chrysler
181
/
4 -1
/
4
Sears
38 unc
CSX Corp
341
/
4 -/
1
4
Snap-On Tools
/
32% -1
4
Dean Foods
32% -1
/
4
Texaco
/
4
551
/
4 -1
Dollar Gen. Store ....9% B 9% A
Time-Warner
1111
/
2 -11
/
4
Exxon
47/
1
4 unc
CST
271
/
4 -%
Ford
43Y4
Wal-Mart
441
/
4 -1
/
4
General Motors
41% -1
/
4
Woolworth
61% -V.
Goodrich
41%
C.E.F. Yield
7.76
Goodyear
421
/
4 unc

BETTY BOSTON

PAT GOSSUM

COURT SQUARE

753-3366

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 "— Fire
6 Started
11 Waltzed
12 Wipes out
14 —, J, K. 15 Follow close
behind
17 Leaning
Tower
city
18 Everyone
20 Pull out all
the —
(use
everything
possible)
23 Unit of
Siamese
currency
24 Approach
26 Quiet
28 — Mans
29 "Broken —
31 Emitted
vapor

33 Merry
35 Withered
36 Scoffed
39 Equals
42 Tellurium
symbol
43 — Wences
45 Let it stand
46 Male sheep
48 Bend
50 Health resort
51 Solo
53 Cripple
55 "— American
in Paris"
56 "—
Submarine"
59 Slow-witted
61 Pee Wee or
Della
62 Domesticated

Answer to Previous Puzzle
ISIS

STA G

G UN

0 ABA

M

A

A

A
A

M

A
A
A
A

0

0
A
A A

A

0

A

111

011G
T
E A

3 Play segment
4 Oceans
5 Redacts
6 Ekland ID
7 Teutonic
deity
8 Opening

9 — Minor
10 Cuddle up
11 Actress Riggs
1 "Midnight
13 Surfeited
16 Parcels of
2 — garde
land
19 Big
21 Fruit seeds
22 Slumber
2
1
3
5
4
10
7
9
6
8
25 Actors' parts
27 Household
11
13
12
gods
30 Merchandise
14
15
17
32 Encounters
34 Depression
id
21 111
20
36 Wander
2311 37 Closer
8•N
38 Fate
24
26
28
40 Made requital
Ild
111
for
il
32
41 "— by Me"
29•UI
dUSUlU 44 Cook in oven
hir 1
ill
47 Distance
ill
measure
41
49 Fiber plant
52 Beverage
43
42
45
54 Not speaking
57 Bone
48
58 " — Are the
SO
World'
6
60 Hebrew letter
51
SS
ill
lial
ili
59

Id

4A

weather problems today. But a runway at the Kennedy Space Center

1d
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Notice
CANDY vending Excellent GRANDMA Miters Bake
profit
Minimum invest- Shop, at 407 North 12th St ,
ment 1 KO 999-2395
will be open including DeCOMMERCIAL line mow- cember 23 Closed Deceming business Equipment ber 24-January 15
759-9536, Murray, Kenand accounts 753-9567
tucky Merry Christmas to
all'
020
GUN, KNIFE, BASEBALL
Notice
CARD SHOW - Jan 20,
9 5,Jan 21,9-4 at Marshall
County HS
-CANCER

INSURANCE
age limit to apply If
your present policy is over
10 years old, it may not
cover some of the newer
treatments such as chemotherapy. For tree information call
No

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

JO-AN'S Varieties on the
square now carrying nursing home gowns and robes
Also carrying ladies and
chuldreris name brand clothing at discount prices
Exquisite Form bras and
girdles, panty hose, stockings, knee-his & ankle-his,
earnngs $1 and up January Clearance now in progress 753-9569 MondayFriday 9-5, Sat 10-5

"ir•• local chant service

FAYE'S new hours' 9:30
a.m.-800 p.m., MondaySaturday. 753-7743.

PASSPORT Photos Instant passport photos available at Allison Photography, 753-8809.

THE FAR SIDE

EXPERIENCED hair stylists wanted Call 759-1100
for interview

CAROLYN'S
CORNER
Del-Air Center
Top Quality
New 81. Used
Furniture
Collectible
Dolls
G(ftware
Lamp Shades
Silk Flowers
753-9234

Attention:
Don't miss this money making opportunity for adults. Be at
the Kentucky State
Park Kenlake Lodge
Garden Room, Tuesday, Jan 16, 1990,
7:30 p.m.

By GARY LARSON

"Oh my God, Bernie! You're wearing my nylon?'

YES,51R-I HAVE TWO PIECES
OF CARRY-ON,AND FIVE OTHER
PIECES HERE W14104 I'LL 13e
CHECKIN6 THROU6H...

050
Lost
Arid Found
LOST Female Tabby
mans cat Lost in Keniana
area 436-2203.

FULL-TIME Mechanic light mechanical and are
work. Must have good driving record Hourly wages
plus commission. Insurance benefits. Apply at
Space Tire, Inc 1406 W
Main.
GOT a car? Need extra
income? Call 759-9980

THE Purchase Distric OUT of money atter Christ
Health Department is re- mas? Be your own boss
cruiting qualified applicants Stan your own business
for Community Health Call Avon today and get
Workers II and III. Success- back on your feet
ful applicants will provide 753-0171
Home Health Aide/
personal care and
homemaker/housekeeping
services in McCracken,
Ballard, Fulton, Hickman,
Carlisle, Graves, Marshall
and Calloway Counties.
Positions will be filled as
vacancies occur, from a
register of qualified applicants, based on but not limited to the county of residence of the applicant, and
the location of the vacancy.
Starting salary based on
education and experience:
$4.36 to $4.80 per hour
($327.00 to $360_00 bi--171
weekly). Education and exV•1••1!_?_•
mode
perience High school
equivalency_ Three full
1-800-334-1203
years of education in addition to high school equi140
valencey, (education and/
Want
or experience) is required
To Buy
for the higher hourly rate.
Additional education and/or BROKEN VCR's, Wood
experience in an appropri- VCR Service Center
ate health services field 753-0530
may be substituted for education and experience on a BUYING: aluminum cans,
year-for-year basis up to a battery, scrap metal, copmaximum of two years. Use per and junk cars. KGA
of personal vehicle is . re- Recycling 492-8183 days,
quired when traveling, with 498-8785 nishLsmileage reimbursed, in all CASH paid for mobile
positions. Good fringe ben- home axles and tires. We
efits. Application may be will remove. 527-0931.
picked up at any local
health department in the NEW scrap yard, across
counties listed above, or from Seven Seas. Old Rice
the Mayfield District Admi- Futrell Place. Cans, battenistrative Office, 320 North ries, aluminum, copper,
Seventh Street, Mayfield. cars. Top prices. 753-0467.
Applications must be post- RAW Furs:Stanley McClelmarked no later than mid- lan, Pulaski, Illinois. Phone
night February 2, 1990. (618) 342-6316.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER.
150

NEED a lob? AGED? Hope
tor the future? You may
LOST male Beagle dog in qualify if: 'You do not have
Faxon community A child's your GED or high school
diploma, 'You have been
pet 436-2908
out of school 9 months or
more; 'You are between
060
the ages of 16 & 21. We are
Help
an E.O.E. This project is
Wanted
funded by the Western
Kentucky Private Industry
ASSEMBLE OUR DE- Council- J.T.P.A. Call
VICES: Learn this trade. J.T.P.A. Out Of School
We send instructions, 7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
parts, and check for as- 8a.m.-11:30a.m.
sembly. Call 404-426-0672 POSITIONS available ShoExt. W139.
ney's Inn. Please apply in
person.
CASHIER 3 nites per week
Apply at Pettro Quick
PART-TIME LPN's to work
Check 641 N. Murray
adolescent alcohol and
DIETARY Department full drug treatment at Parkway
and part-time position now Regional Hospital, Fulton,
open. Must be available Ky. 502-472-2522, extendaily, week-ends, and holi- sion 341.
days between the hours of
PART-TIME cashier/
5 a.m.-8 p.m. $3.50 hourly
Send resume to:
to start. Apply in person checker.
PO Box 1040F, Murray, Ky.
Westview Nursing Home
42071.
E.O.E.
PHYSICIAN'S office needs
EARN $100 to $1,000 per
assistant. Must be ambiweek addressing envetious and have common
lopes. Send S.A.S.E. to:
sense. Must type. Will
INTERNATIONAL CONteach all other skills. Mail
SULTANTS, Box 97392
resume to: PO Box 1040B,
Pearl, MS 39288.
Murray, Ky. 42071.
EXCELLENT wages for
spare time assembly. Easy
work at home No experiNURSING
ence needed. Call
ASSISTANTS
1-504-641-7778 Ext. 2329.
Full and part-time
Open 24 hours, including
Situation
Sunday.
j)ositions available on
Wanted
'all shifts. Starting salCLEANING TEAM
ary $3.50 per hour
Experienced
Homes, apartments, ofplus 20' per hr. shift
Deli Help
fices; one time or on regular
differential for the 3 to
basis. Call 489-2723 or
Send name, address,
II and 11 to 7 shifts.
489-2450.
phone& work history to:
Experience preferred
P.O. Box 1040C
HOMECARE
Experbut not necessary.
Murray, KY 42071
ienced lady would like to
Apply in person at:
care for 2 elderly ladies, in
her home. Best of care,
West View
home cooked meals, 24
Nursing Home hour
supervision. References For more informa1401 So. 16th St.
tion call 759-4898.
Murray, Ky.
42071
I WILL babysit in my home,
EOE NUF
Monday -Friday Call
759-1683.

AM)
\
"41'

IP
PS

ti
ft)

arFrIT/1

IFYTT1111171
AND WHEN I WAS THREE, I
REMEMBER MOM COMINCI OUT TO
THE CHICKEN COOP SAY!NO,
"Jr:Matti, LIONNY,
clONNY, WHERE

PRISM Portrait Store is
now accepting interviews
for telemarketing. This position consists of calling
prospective customers to
book appointments for family portraits. No experience
necessary, will train. Day
and evening positions
available. Starting pay $4
per hour. Apply in person
Monday-Friday, 304 N.
12th.

I WILL stay with sick or
elderly. Full or part-time
Call 753-4590 for more
information.

QUALIFIED hairdressers
interested in booth rental
situation. Send resume &
recent picture to: Rt. 4 Box
47, Murray, Ky.

Train ler we.. In

RECEPTIONIST - Telemarketing experience a
must. Call for appointment
759-9809. Interviews will
be taken 9am-4:30pm, Jan.
19. Please bring resume if
possible.

'In

SCHOOL

PREPARE
FOR THE '90$
• AIRLINES
• CRUISE LINES
• TRAVEL AGENCIES

,...14111 MVPS

ITTITII1T111111111
WHY PIP '
S
To A METAL
BAT, SARGE?

las

Ri5E AHD 6HiHE,

/ FINP THEM

MUCH MORE
EFFECTIVE

0,Atieg

64;e. .

BEETLE!S:

1

40

ASSISTANCE
(8001 327-7728

MIEN I GET 24,,
DESPERATE I )

GET sr upio

21111."14.-

160

Home
Fumisititgs
BEDROOM Suite, assorted
pieces. 436-2882.

CHINA cabinet: glass
doors, light, extra nice
$250. Nice 1973 Super
Beetle Volkswagon. Needs
minor repair $250.
759-1656.

Amodio Cisenr TrelnIng Corp.
Ndl NinFra Pernpro Ilawit. FL

Pro Flight
Kyle Oakley Field

Murray, Ky.

str

Enjoy the Benefits
of FOng.
* Right Instruction I
* Sightseeing I
Tours

489-2874
* Gift Certificates
Available

*

Flop'kg..re
MINUTE.'

STOCK Reduction Sale on
Greeting Cards, only $2.00
a box! Gerald Waldrop
1624 Olive St.

QUEEN size box springs
and mattress, excellent
condition $50. Whirlpool
Heavy Duty washer/dryer,
$400 pair. 759-4948 before
7pm.

imorrieer.

ONE MORE

SATELLITE dish and receiver, VCR, entertainment
center, bedroom suit and
wicker chair. Call after 5
p.m. 753-1289.

NOME STUDY/RES TRAINING

FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
IF OUALIFIED
JOB PLACEMENT

Attu: Gem Benham
3354 Perimeter Hill Dr., Ste 211
Nashville, TN. 37211
taus(611)337-03011F• boofidiai-

rxrriree

AB Dick model 695 copier.
$250. 759-4641.

NEW and used furniture for
sale. Call 753-2922 and
ask for Neal.

MURANO? AND FINAMIAL
Sil1MCIS
arbor balmy, now opining
am *mow we ail pirrik ae
eacallat opyammip kr bdiridals
Ma • proem bock mud of picelactrek, me the capability et Wig a
We ham
u,ea Mrs &May to malticie mask
Will& oaf amp,hi ham the &id
saprisk sod OM • fast
boo
yam ham pitailal of MIL ybot
*alma MEAL
Cateista oho yea we teat, for you
sivol by amine teem to
MIIMIIM101 Opprfllay

2 PROM dresses size 9
each worn once. One ligh
blue, one black. Cal
762-4073 or 436-5606 afte
6pm.

• SECRETARY
• RECEPTIONIST
• WORD PROCESSOR

SALES MANAGEMENT
II

Articles
For Sale

BROYHILL couch and
chair, excellent condition
$250, lamps $25, Sears
Gympac 2500 fitness system $150. 753-8673.

Instruction

1

'CU 51.V ITCH

Hooting

Business
Opportunity

Notice

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify
for Medicare due to disability we offer
an excellent Medicare Supplement
Policy. It pays the $592 Part-A deductible as well as 100% of Medicare's
Part B co-payment amount.This benefit is based on 20% of the Medicare
Allowable Charge. We also pay 20% of
the $75 Part-B deductible. Part-B
benefits are paid in or out of the
hospital. The 1990 rate is $50.53, per
month if you do not have diabetes or
trouble
and
heart/circulatory
$56.04. if you do.
For more information call:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
"free local claim

service-

WINCHESTER model 12
20 guage; Remington automatic model 1148, 12
guage. Both for $600.
759-4502.

And Cooling
FIREWOOD delivered $30
rick, pkicup $25. Red oak
and *NM oak. 759-1747.
WOOD for sale 436-5481
220

Kiska!
7 PIECE drum set with
hardware Best offer,
753-0016
240

Miscellaneous
2 BURIAL plots your
choice. Murray Memorial
Gardens 753-3577.
8x12 STORAGE Building:
Conventional roof, delivered and set-up, $800.
354-9144.
SHARP Copiers: Local authorized dealer, sales, rental, lease and service. Call
1-800-248-4319.

JIM'S Heating & AN Conditioning installing and servicing all brands with 14
years experience!
Commercial/ residential.
753-9518. 24 hour answering. After hours 658-3282.
RANDY Thornton Co., Inc.
Heating and air conditioning for commercial or residential. Factory authorized
Trane and Carrier dealer.
Factory- trained servicemen, six radio- dispatched
service trucks. 24 hour
emergency service.
753-8181. Locally owned
arid operated. Serving Murray and Calloway County
for over 52 years.
Business
Rentals
OFFICE or retail space in
Southside Shopping Center. Call 753-9386 or
753-6612.
Apartments
Fix Rent

2511

Business
Services
JOYCE Noel Tax Service
has moved to 915 Coldwater Road. Call 753-6069 for
appointment. Hodge, Noel
and Associates.
PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city and state investigation experience.
'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil
'Personal or Corporate
'Missing Persons. Your
needs, our specialty. Call
Confidential Investigations,
(502)753-2641.
270
Mobile
Homes For- Sale
COMPLETELY remodeled
1970 Duke 12'X60': 2 bedroom, 1 bath, refrigerator,
stove, a/c. Very nice. Must
see. $6900. 489-2424.
MUST Sell: 14x70, 1978
mobile home. 3 bedroom,
lA bath, fully carpeted
6x16 deck, 6x6 deck,
underpinning included.
Good condition. Price negotiable. 753-2504.
280

Mobile
Homes For Rent
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished. Some new
furniture, natural gas
electric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks. 753-5209.
DOUBLE wide trailer, in
Stella. 2 bedroom, gas
heat. Call 527-1987, after 6
p.m. 354-6335.
RENT or rent to own: 2
bedroom mobile home in
Getaway Bay Recreational
Development, near Aurora,
Ky. Recreational facilities
available to renters or owners. Fix information call
753-2613, after 5:30pm
753-0840.
SMALL trailer on Blood
River Lake. $75/mo.
436-2427.
TRAILER near Almo
Heights. $135 month. Call
753-1861 after 5pm.

1 & 2 BEDROOM apart
ments for rent. Near univer
sity. No pets_ 753-5992.
1 BEDROOM efficiency
apartment, partial utilities
paid No pets. 753-9741.
1 BEDROOM furnished
apartment, close to University and hospital. Some utilities paid. Call 753-4012 or
753-8756.
1 BEDROOM furnished
apartment for single. Partial
utilities. 1604'4 Miller Ave.
Call 753-0932 or 753-5898.
1 BEDROOM efficiency
apartment. All utilities paid.
$125/month, $50 deposit.
Call 759-4915 or 753-5094.
1 OR 2 bedroom apartment
near downtown Murray,
753-4109.
2 BEDROOM partly furnished, stove, refrigerator,
$180. month. Deposit. No
pets. 489-2741.
2 BEDROOM basement
apartment. Completely
furnished, on lake. No pets.
$200 plus deposit.
436-2402.
2 BEDROOM duplex.
753-4487
2 BEDROOM duplex in
Northwood $395/month.
759-4406.
A Clean 2 bedroom unfurnished apartment, with
kitchen appliances, near
hospital. 492-8662.
NEWLY decorated 2 bedroom duplex in Northwood.
Carpeted, central H/A,
stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, disposal, carport,
and 30'x30' storage building. No pets. $350 deposit,
$350/month. References
required. Call 753-3018.
NICE 2 bedroom duplex.
Central H/A, all appliances
furnished. Coleman RE,
753-9898.
NICELY furnished 1 or 2
bedroom apartment, located near campus. Phone
753-6111 days or
753-0606 after 4:30 p.m.

HELP WANTED
Kentucky Fried Chicken is looking for help. If you
are energetic, enthusiastic and like people, we
would like to meet you.
Positions available are:
Manager Trainees
Good Salary
Good Benefits
Apply in person at the Murray Kentucky Fried
Chicken restaurant, aosimm

Kgaucky Fried Chicken('
jack Marshall Pr*ochke

210
Firewood
FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD for sale
437-4713.
OAK and Hickory firewood
for sale 753-9745
SEASONED Firewood.
$20/ rick picked up; $30/
rick delivered Minimum 2
ricks. Call to place winter
orders, 492-8254.

VIP-VERY IMPRESSIVE PROPERTY!
Large lovely home plus 40 beautiful acres located less
than five miles southwest of Murray. Home and smaller
acreage also available. Just substantially reduced.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

753-1222

,"xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxxxxxxxx...„,
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CLASSIFIEDS

Mirrray Ledger & Times

470

190

530

Saviors
Mend

Used
Motorcycles
NICE apartment, unfurnished. Close to Own and
hospital Poplar St
753-5273.
ONE Bedroom furnished
apartnent. Partial utilities
paid. No pets. 753-9741
ROOM for rent, furnished.
One block from campus, on
Farmer Ave. $85 month
plus utihties. Deposit required. 759-4104.

PROFESSIONAL HORSE
TRAINING & RIDING IN.
STRUCTION, Correct
Horsemanship. Will come
to your location. Karen Collins, 489-2232.

At-0
Homes
For Sale

& Supplies
AKC PUPPIES: various
breeds Eskimos, Huskies,
Chows, Shih-tzus, Lase's,
Keeshonds.
615-746-5355

SMALL 1 and 2 bedroom
apartments. Reasonably
priced Coleman RE.
753-9898.
AKC Registered Pekinese
puppies $150, AKC registered miniature Dachshund
puppies $125, AKC registered Chinese pugs $175,
AKC registered Yorkshire
2 BEDROOM and 3-4 bedTerrier puppies $200.
room home, close to downShots and wormed. Cash
town 753-4109
only. Paris area,
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath 901-642-2394
home. $450/mo. 3 bedroom, 1 bath home,
AKC Registered Siberian
$400/mo. Older 3 bedroom,
Husky puppy. 6 weeks old,
2 bath home,$275/mo. Call
female, red and white.
MTG, 753-4000, ask for
Phone 753-7919 after
Judy or John.
5pm.
3 BEDROOM furnished
AKC Shih-Tzu puppies
house, 1 block from Univer753-4314.
sity. 753-4974.
AKC Toy Poodle puppy.
4 BEDROOM, 3 bath,
Ready to go Saturday.
basement, 2 car garage,
central air. $460/mo. 753-0218
753-5211
MALE Pomeranian, $50.
Pekingese and Shih-Tzu
EXTRA nice 2 story house.
puppies. 474-8057.
Deposit and references required. 759-1882 after WHITE female teacup Poodle, 2 years old. Young
SP^1.
albino Cockatiel 759-1527.
brick
bedroom
THREE
with central gas heat, in
good neighborhood. Cole430
man R. E 753-9898.
Real
3601
Estate
For Rent
KOPPERUD REALTY of
Or Lease
fers a complete range o
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
45 Ft. Storage :homes, all prices.
Trailers
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251-HOME Ext.
For Rent
711L.

489-2522

440
Lots
For Sale

370
livestock
& Sepplies
REGISTERED Polled
Hereford bulls Also some
cows and calves
901-247-5487

SHERWOOD Forrest,
shaded lot, city water,
sewer, natural gas
759 9268

21 ACRE hill 10 mile view o
tree tops (triangle bounded
by 3 roads) center of Marshall County. Look down on
Benton's lights! Deer and
wild turkey. $62,500. Joe
W. Nanney, 753-9622.

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, January 20, 1990
10:00 a.m.
LOCATION:318 Reynolds Street in McKenzie, TN. Turn off Hwy. 79 at McKenzie Oil
Company onto Forrest Avenue and then
turn right at Auction Arrow onto Reynolds
Street.
Mr. Ervin Arnold had been in the freight
hauling business until his recent death.
These 3 tractors and trailers have been on
the road and are in good condition. They
are ready to go back on the road now. All
are in good running condition and have
good tires.
TRACTORS & TRAILERS
1979 Kenworth, cab-over with sleeper. 1980
Peterbilt, cab-over with sleeper - 1981 White,
cab-over with sleeper - 2 good 40 ft. flat-bed
trailers - 45 ft. trailer- 40 ft. flat-bed trailer for
parts.
PICK-UP, FARM TRACTORS,
EQUIPMENT, BOAT & TOOLS
1976 Dodge custom 1/2ton pick-up,8 cylinder,
automatic, runs good - good 420 Belarus
diesel tractor - 1 row Allis Chalmer tractor good Cub Farmall tractor - good 12 ft. Tuffline
wheel disk, scallops front and back - 6 ft. back
blade - 3 bottom breaker - 3 point hitch spray
rig - 3 point hitch tractor planter. heavy duty
boom pole -good section harrow - axle w/disk 1971 15 ft. Cherokee boat wibreak down
trailer, depth finder, trolling motor, 60 h.p.
Evinrude motor and trailer has new tires Continental Vz" heavy duty drill press - 295
amp. Sears electric welder - air compressor - B
& D 6' bench grinder - Daytona commercial
battery charger - smaller battery charger acetylene tanks w/hose gauges- t/2h.p. drills B&D drills - lots of sockets go up to 3" in
diameter and have 1" drive - power sanders spray painters - Skil saw - all kinds of mechanic
and hand tools - creepers - power impacts corn e-alongs - jacks - set of new ramps - air
tanks - electric motors - boomers - vises grease guns - good tiller - Coast-to-Coast
power mower - Homelite 34 C.C. chain saw another chain saw - assortment of tractor tires
- tarps - log chains - assortment of truck parts several bundles of 4x4 sheet metal - new
smudge pot - fishing equipment - house jacks case of motor oil - anti-freeze - some scrap iron
- many items not listed.
There will be shed room wheat in case of bad
weather. Buyers not known by the Auction Co.
must have certified check or bank letter of
credit. Owner is selling due to death of
husband. To see merchandise before day of
sale, phone 352-3040 for an appointment.
All information contained In Pis ad It believed to be correct DO la not
guaranieed. Purchasers mual rely on their oar+ hudgment and
"archon ol Manta. Oral representations cannot be relied upon r
correct Al announcements mods Auction De/ lake preolidente mot
any printed or advertised inderiel Subiect ieedam ardor
dimenors.

Betty Arnold, Owner - McKenzie, TN
Sale Conducted By

REED'S AUCTION CO
Col Jens.. T. Reed - Auctioneer,
McKenzie, Tenn.
Intone 352-3027
License No. 150, Firm No. 39
11 PAYS TO HAVE AN AUCTION"

2 BEDROOM,2 bath, living
room with dining, eat-in
kitchen, all appliances and
pantry. Carpeted and
draped throughout Paddle
lane, air condition, washer/
dryer, utility area. Patio,
garage and fenced-in backyard. Vinyl sided, storms
and screens Upgraded in
1988. In town near all conveniences. 759-4075.
BEAUTIFUL lot with 2 bedroom remodeled older
home. 2.5 acres, outbuildings, and garage. Penny
area, $32,000. 753-7224
after 5 pm.
BY Builder: beautiful new 3
bedroom, 2 bath, country
home.5 minutes horn town,
on 3 or 6 acres. $112,000
753-8673.
SPACIOUS 2-story, 4 bedroom brick located on large
lot in Canterbury Estates.
L.R., DR., Den w/wood
burning fireplace, breakfast, Lg. foyer, 2'h baths, 2
car garage. Owner anxious
to so)). Phone 753-8050
between 9 and 4 or
753-0914 after 6 p.m.
THREE bedroom two bath
brick home with small cottage, on back of lot presently renting for $150,
both homes $52,500. 1803
College Farm, Jerry
Speight 753-3704.

Beautiful
Country Home
4 bedrooms, 3 baths,
3100 sq. ft. LA, 121/2
acres, barn, psiptire
and
outbuildings.
Home has hardwood
& ceramic tile floors,
new carpet, deck, patio. Must see to appreciate. 10 min. east of
town, $139,500.
436-5634 or 753-1834

1973 ELECTRA Glide Harley Davidson 1200cc, good
shape Call 901-593-3843
1982 GL500 Honda Interstate Silverwing 354-8471
ATV parts, accessories,
tires & service for all
brands! Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial Rd , Murray 7599831

490
Used
Cars
1964 CHEVELLE Malibu,
been wrecked 436-2167
1973 FORD Mustang.
Good body and motor.
759-9515.
1973 VOLKSWAGON
camper excellent condition, 20mpg $1750 OBO
436-2307
1977 THUNDERBIRD: p/s.
p/b, good transportation,
new radiator, starter. Asking $1200. Call Shaun Duncan at 436-2683.
1978 GRAND Prix: 305
V-8, p/w, doorlocks,
cruise, air, t-tops, Sonie
FM/AM cassette, new tires.
753-9530 after 6pm.
1978 MUSTANG II. $750 or
best offer. Call 436-2518.
1981 CADILLAC Coupe
Deville: good condition,
very dependable. $2000.
474-0115.
1981 FORD Granada, excellent condition, high mileage, good second Car
753-9579 after 6 p.m.
1982 TORNADO Oldsmobile for sale. Can be seen
Southside Manor Apt. J-3.
Excellent condition. Call
753-4590.
1983 BUICK Park Avenue:
4 door, V8, loaded, excellent condition. 753-1329.
1985 DODGE Colt Premiere: Technica package,
4 door, automatic, A/C
759-4614.

((FARM AUCTION)
SATURDAY, JANUARY 20, 1990
10:00 A.M.- REGARDLESS OF WEATHER

MR. HENRY ARMSTRONG
LYNN GROVE, KENTUCKY
Farm Located 7 Miles West 01 Murray, Ky. On Hwy. 94

81.69 SUPERB ACRES
TRACTORS-COMBINES-EQUIPMENT!
LOCATION • LOCATION • LOCATION
REAL ESTATE INGREDIENTS
II 81.69 Superb Acres In A High State Of Cultivation
IS Very Accessible With 3/4 Mile Of Road Frontage
S 6 Room Country Frame Home
IS Natural Gas And City Water
SI Two - 3300 Bushel Grain Bins
S 40' x 64' Pole Structure Metal Bldg. w/30' Tool Shed
S 56 Acre ASCS Grain Base For 1989
ti 1.14 Acres Fire Cured - .12 Acre Air Cured
M LOCATION•LOCATION•LOCATION
1
BEING OFFERED IN TWO TRACTS INDIVIDUALLY
RESERVINQ THE RIGHT FOR COMBINATION
TRACT #1 - 14.241 ACRES Wf1,093.20' Of HWY. 94
ROAD FRONTAGE. This Tract Is Highly Improved With
The Farm Home And Pole Structure Metal Building And
Has Many Beautiful Building Sites.
TRACT 12 - 67.449 ACRES W 2.203.37 OF COUNTY
ROAD FRONTAGE. This Tract Has Superior Farming
Features And Is In A Very High State Of Cultivation. 35
Acres Of This Tract Are Sown In An ASCS Pasture Hay
Practice With A Beautiful Cover Of Orchard Grass And
Red Clover.
TERMS: 10% DOWN DAY OF SALE
BALANCE DUE BY FEBRUARY 28, 1990
Although All arterials In This Advertisement Is Obtained From
Sources Deemed Reliable. The Auctioneer. Real Estate Broker And
Owners Make No Warranty Or Guarantee. Expressed Or Implied.
As To The Accuracy 01 The Information Herein Contained It Is For
This Reason That The Buyers Should Avail Themselves The
Opportunity To Make Inspection Prior To The Auction All Announcements Day 01 Sale Take Precedence Over All Other AdverIsernents

TRACTORS-COMBINES-EQUIPMENT
• hn Deere 2950,2 Valves,2300 Hours• John Deere 2550,
Valves, 2100 Hours • Case 2390, CAA. 38" Duals. 2
elves, 2600 Hours • John Deere 4320, 38" Duals, Quick
itch,? Valves • John Deere 4020 Console, 4130 Hours •
ohn Deere 2840, w Canopy • IHC 1066. 38" Duals, 375•8
ours • INC 284 Diesel. Power Steering, Live PTO, 547
urs,
John Deers 4400 Diesel Combine, Cab. Chopper, 1 595
Hours, Equipped w213 Flex Platform • John Deere 6600
Diesel Hydrostatic Combine, Cab, Chopper, 2469 Hours,
Equipped w'215 Flex Platform • Two - John Deere 444
Corn Heads • Case 660 Gas Combine, Cab, Equipped
w/10' Platform wHeader Control.
John Deere 7000 Plateless 4 Row Planter, No Till Coulters, Corn-Been-Mllo Cups • John Deere 13' Wheal Disc •
MF 13 Tine Chisel Plow w Gauge Wheels • John Deere
1250- 4t16- 3 Pt. Plow • Set Of 200 Gallon Saddle Tanks
• Ford 2 Row Cultivator • INC 4 Row Cultivator • Set Of
23.1-26 Tires And Wheels • 200 Gallon 3 Pt. Sprayer • Poly
1000 Gallon Water Tank • 4 Wheel Farm Wagon • 4
Tobacco Scaffold Frames • 2 Row Tobacco Setter •
reuse 18' Hyd. Wing Fold Disc • INC 490 Series 24' Disc
• MC 6 Row Planter • 7' Box Blade W'Scarfires • 6'
Sidewinder 3 Pt. Rotary Cutter • 47* Transport Grain
Auger • New Holland 256 Rake • New Holland 451 Mower
• Boar Cat 10' Cultimulcher • John Deere 8 Row No TM
Planter.
1973 Chevy 2 Ton w Grain Bed & Hoist, 36,000 Miles
C MPL
LEMENT DAY F AL .!
UP TO DATE BANK LETTERS A MUST!!
THIS WILL B AN OPEN SALE TO LOCAL AND AREA
FARMERS. IF YOU HAVE MACHINERY TO SEL
THEN CONSIGN TO THIS FINE AUCTION!!
AuCT1ON REPS WILL BE ON THE FARM THURSDAY
AND FRIDAY PRIOR TO THE SALE FOR CHECK IN

JAMES R. CASH
AL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY 42039
i1,02) 623-8466 or (5021 623-636i,

Cars
1986 GRAND Am 4 door,
red, one owner car, low
mileage. 759-1361 after 4
pm
1987 IROC Z28: 350 fuel
injected, loaded 753-9453
after 5pm.
1987 PLYMOUTH Caravelle: 58,000 miles, 4
door, tilt, cruise, stereo.
$3975. 1987 TOYOTA Corolla SR5: air and power,
34,000 miles, like new.
$5995. 437-4723.

Need An Extra Car
For A Few Days?
lic.rit From Gene At
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.
502-753-2617
1988 PONTIAC 6000 red
interior and exterior, p/s,
pit), a/c, AM/FM stereo.
Low mileage, extra sharp.
753-5216.

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

1987 TEMPO LX. 4 door,
47,000 miles, cassette, tilt,
door locks, 5 speed. $4200.
1987 Taurus Gl... 59,000
miles, V6, cruise, tilt, cassette. $4950. 437-4723.

Used
Trucks
1981 VW diesel pickup
truck: 80,000 miles, new
tires, high mpg. If interested
call 753-3304 after 5 p m.
1985 NISSAN 4x4 Sport
truck, extra sharp $5800
436-2358
1986 CHEVY S10: p/s,
$4500. 753-9244 after 5
p.m.
1986 CHEVY S-10. Good
condition. Call 759-9736 after 5pm.
1973 FORD pickup. Good
work truck. 360, 3-speed,
low miles. 753-9567.
S10
Campers

CARS
19 Toyota Camry
'89CiryLE
13,487
18 Nude RX7
15,917
'88 Toyota Corolla DX 1,987
'88 Tolot Coot EX 1,487
18 Uncoil MarkY8 18,417
'81 Toyota Celica ST 10,987
18 Toyota Corolla LE 1,487
18 Toyota Camry
10,487
17 Toyota Tercel
1,917
17 Pontic Grrd An._ 7,487
17 Toyota Supra
11,987
17 Toyota Celta GT 1,487
V Toyota Celica GI 1,487
V Tapia Cete OT fl& 1,987
'8/ Czmry LE
1,417
17 Toyota Tercel
'4,987
'87 Cory Wagon
1,487
1?887
17 Nissan Sentra
'81 Plrnouth Relint '3,987
17 Nistm kima 10,987
'87 Chhry Ceiebrly 1,917
17 Toyota Tercel DX 1,987
V Ford Mustang V 1,987
15 Toyota Coroila LE 1,387
16 Bud Estate Wgn 1,987
16 C3v3l0 RS........ 5,917
16B* 13
12,417
15 ford Escort
1,47
10/
Nerozides 193E
15 Chevy Cavrier Type 10..14,387
'85 Us Cita
1,987
Crilac Sedr-DeVik 1,987
'15 Toy Coolie
4,987
14 Pontiac TrES An 1,987
14 Nissan Sentra Wagon 1,417
13 Buick Slty Hart 1,917
13 VW Rabbit
1,917
13 Toyota Cite GT 1,S87
1)17
12 Otis Delta 88
'82 Torte
1,987
Chery Chentle
10 Buick LeSift....... 1,487
79 Oils 98 Regal
TRUCKS
1,987
19 Toyota N
11 Suzuki Seutai J 7187
11 Suzuki Seurai 1,117
18 Tolot TRick
'UV
1,487
18 Cheri PO
12,987
17 Astro Vr
1,987
17 Toyota 414
12,917
17 4-Runner
'87 Toyota Val
10,917
1,381
16 Toyota 4X4
7,587
'86 Toyota 4X4
1,987
16 Nissan PU
1,987
16 Jeep Cherite
7,487
16 Toyo0 ai
11 Ford Pap L.__ '3,487
Open til 6 p.m.
Y,

TOYOTA
In=

1983 CRUISE-AIR: 301t.
Georgia-Boy 33,000 miles.
454 Chevrolet 1 owner,
spotless. C.B., cruise, air, 1
generator, new screen
room. Many extras.
$24,000. Cadiz, Ky.
502-522-3011.

Swim
Moot

Servkas
Olivet

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs.
GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-5895 or 436-2642
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
HAMIVON Cultured
marble and tile. 643 Old
Benton Rd. 753-9400.
HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing. Free estimates. 759-1683.
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears: TVA approved.
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate.

SUREWAY Tree ServiceTopping, pruning, tree removal. Aerial bucket truck
Fully insured for your protection Stump removal
with no lawn damage. Free
estimates No obligations
753-5484.

* Tour Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service
Doors & Wkiclows

rug Wks:A kora
Straps & Anchoring
Metal Steps
Treated Decka & Porches

TREE Trimming and removal 436-2502

Vinyl & K-Nok Sitirttrig
Complete Part

Catalog

winterising Yew Home:

WILL do plumbing installation & repairs. All guaranteed. Free estimates
Phone 435-4169 or
753-1308

Heat Tape
Insulation
Floors & Bottoms Repaired
Miller Furnaces
ICE,

&

Electric)

Phone
(502) 492-8488
Hwy. 841 N.
Hazel

570
Wanted

Best Prices
* Quality Results *

LICENSED electrician.
James Gallimore electrical
service. Commercial and
residential. Fast, courteous
service. 759-1835.

3rd ROOMMATE needed
to share large 3 bedroom
house Call 753-2116

PS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

LICENSED Electrician:
Doug Jones Electric. Residential wiring and electric
motor repair. 759-4751.

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by& see our showroom
4l/95,0,480hy ,JPR A

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service. Call
436-5255.
QUALITY Construction:
Alteration & remodeling.
Porch & deck specialist.
436-2617 or 753-1126.

Services
Offered
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers. Most parts
in stock, on my truck. All
work and parts warranteed.
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455.
APPLIANCE SERVICE.
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30 years experience. Used Appliances.
Bobby Hopper, 436-5848.
CARPENTER: New
houses, additions, decks,
fences, remodeling. Also
bushhogging and garden
breaking. Call 759-1424 after 5pm.
CARPENTRY, remodeling.
decks and porches, roofing, decorating, general repairs, etc. 489-2303.
DOCK Repair. 436-2502.

ELECTRICAL installation
and repair. All gas installation and repair. Also refrigeration. Call 753-7203.
ESTABLISHED lawn service. Grass cutting, yard
work, and garden tilling
753-0876.
MOBILE HOME Specialist436-5255.

ROCKY COLSON Home,
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates. Call
474-2307.
ROGER Hudson rock hauling and services. 753-4545
or 753-6763.
SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair. 436-2811.

Part of large porcelain doll collection
for sale below market value. Most are
musical and have original boxes.
Thursday, Friday, Saturday
January 1-8, 19, 20
10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
204 Woodlawn
E.
Absolutely No Sales
A gill
Before 10:0D Dady

V

%9

STEWART'S UpholsteryLarge selection of material,
new springs, legs, etc. Reasonable rates, free pick-up
and delivery. 436-5236.
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15; most repairs
$35; all brands. 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry.
Work completely guaranteed. Call or write Morgan
Construction Company,
Route 2 Box 409-A, Paducah, KY 42001 or call
1-442-7026.
WILL do carpenter work:
includes repairing old structures and building new
ones. Call Alan Haley at .
753-0716 after 6 p.m.

OUTSTANDING CANTERBURY HOME
4 BR,just now on the market. Great quality, size &
location. Call the Home Team for more information.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

753-1222

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

V
(
‘
°
‘
14
e

Home & Auto

Murray

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky

Phone
753-2571
Car Wash
& Service Center

RANDY THORNTON HEATING
& AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
Trane and Carrier dealer
for sales and service In Murray
and Calloway County.

802 Chestnut

404 N. 4th St.

753-8181

Poison Control

753-7588
Gentry Painting Co.

Brakes, Tune-Up Oil Change & Lube
753-0906 - Home

753-0823 - Office

Murray-Made Windows - Siding-Fencing
Downspouts 8 Gutters - Shutters
Aluminum Siding - Solar Screens
Call Us Today!
i
jj JERRY ATKINS ‘4 ASSOCIATES

753-6952

Phone 435-4268
Wm. Glimiry
4 Box 177A. Murray, Ky. 42071

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

762-1100

DIAL CONSTRUCTION
No Job To Small

Remodeling, Decks, Garages & Additions

436-5272

call:

753-8407

121 By-Pass

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

Residential Pointing
Interior - Exterior
Pt

Minor Auto Repair

w.••••••./...• ear

489-2739

753-1916

Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturda 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

To place your ad
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Azerbaijanis, Armenians on
verge of open warfare today
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Frances Estelle Ezell
Mrs. Frances Estelle Ezell, 74,
of Rt. 1, Murray, died Sunday at 2
a.m. at Si Thomas Hospital, Nashville, Tenn., where she had been a
patient since September.
She owned and operated Ezell
Beauty School for 40 years. A
Navy veteran of World War II, she
was a member and past Sunday
School teacher at West Fork Baptist Church and a member of Murray Unit of National Hairdressers.
Born Oct 9, 1915, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Earvin (Toddy) Forrest and
Bronzie Guthrie Forrest.
Mrs. Ezell is survived by her

Corbit C. Farless

husband, Harold Ezell, to whom
Corbit C. Farless, 84, of 1311
she was married on April 24, 1936; Vine St., Murray, died Saturday at
one daughter, Mrs. Kay Dalton and 2:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
husband, Jan, Rt. 6, Murray; one County Hospital.
sister, Mrs. Sadie Shoemaker,
He had retired after 40 years of
Auburn, Ala.
service with Western Electric at
Services will be Tuesday at 11 Chicago, Ill. He was a member of
a.m. in the chapel of Blalock- the Pioneer Club and of Kirksey
Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. United Methodist Church.
Heyward Roberts and the Rev. Jack
Born May 4, 1905, in Calloway
Geurin will officiate. Music will be County, he was the son of
the late
by Mrs. Janet Arnold, organist, and Al Victor Farless
and Flora BeaAlvin Usrey, soloist.
man Farless. One brother, Denvil
Burial will follow in Murray Farless, died Feb. 27,
1979.
Memorial Gardens.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Friends may call at the funeral
MareIle Beach Farless, to whom he
home after 5 p.m. today (Monday). was
married on Sept. 15, 1928; one
son, Dr. Robert E. Farless, pastor
of Lakeland Parish of United

Harry Thomas Bell
Harry Thomas Bell, 75, of Coach
Estates, Murray, died Sunday
morning at his home. His death followed an extended illness.
He was a self-employed television and electronic repairman. He
was a member of Farmers United
Methodist Church, Danville, Ill.
Born June 14, 1914, in Elwood,
Ind., he was the son of the late
Harry Sanders Bell and Violet
Ayres Bell.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Audra Kimberlin Bell, to whom he

was married on Sept. 14, 1946; two
daughters, Mrs. Linda J. Prescott
and Mrs. Sharon K. Prescott, Murray; three grandchildren, Susan
Haneline, Kelly Prescott and Tracey Prescott; one aunt, Mrs. May
Bell, Elwood, Ind.
Graveside rites will be Tuesday
at 3 p.m. at Springhill Cemetery,
Danville, Ill.
Friends may call from 5 to 9
p.m. tonight (Monday) at BlalockColeman Funeral Home.

H. Nelson Blalock
Services for H. Nelson Blalock
will be today at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. Dr. Greg Eanvood will officiate. Music will be by Stephen
Littlefield, soloist, and Mrs. Alene
Knight, organist.
Active pallbearers will be Frank
Hill, Jerry Fulton, Woody Herndon,
John Lassiter, Craig Hargrove and
Charles C. Outland.

H. Nelson Blalock

Honorary pallbearers will be Dr.
John Dover, Hoyce Wrather, Cleo
Sykes, members of American Legion, and employees of Murray Post
Office.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Mr. Blalock, 67, of 1514 Chaucer Dr., Murray, died Saturday at
2:11 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was born June
9, 1922.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Blanche Drury Blalock; three sons,
Don Blalock and wife, Barbara,
Frankfort, and Dr. Richard Blalock
and wife, Darlene, and Bob Blalock and wife, Gail, all of Murray;
six grandchildren.
Also surviving are seven sisters,
Mrs. J.C. (Murrelle) Hughes and
Mrs. R.C. (Martha Jane) Stewart,
San Antonio, Texas, Mrs. Rudolph
(Opal) Howard, Murray, Mrs. Jake
(Anneva) Maddox, Louisville, Mrs.
Jackie (Janice) Miller, Nacogdoches, Texas, Mrs. Don (Bettie)
Gravette, Henderson, and Mrs.
James (Rachel) Solomon, Henderson; one brother, Max Blalock,
Beaumont, Texas.

J.B. Walker
Final rites for J.B. Walker were
Saturday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Miller Funeral Home of Murray.
Elder Arlie Larimer officiated.
Pallbearers were Larry Thurman,
Steve Walker, Jerry Vance, Gene
Thurman, Larry Ray Thurman and
Steve Vance. Burial was in Lone
Oak Cemetery.

Mr. Walker, 72, Rt. 6, Murray,
died Friday at 3 a.m. at his home.
He is survived by one sister,
Miss Lucile Walker, Rt. 6, Murray;
a sister-in-law, Mrs. Ethel Walker,
Murray; one niece, Mrs. Ema Jean
Thurman and husband, Ray, Rt. 5,
Murray; one nephew, J.P. Walker
and wife, Frances, Murray.

John Harvey Merrill
Funeral rites for John Harvey
Merrill were today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Murray. The Rev. Ralph Hale
officiated.
Pallbearers were Don, Mark,
James and Gerald Spindleman,
William Neubacher and Charles
Vandwater. Entombment was in
mausoleum at Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Mr. Merrill, 70, of 1502 Oak St.,
Murray, died Wednesday at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346

KENTUCKY CABACT FOR HUMAN *TOMOS

Emily Jean Warren Merrill; several
nieces and nephews and greatnieces and nephews.

Services for Mrs. Bessie McClain will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev.
Julian Warren will officiate.
Burial will follow in Brooks
Chapel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).
Mrs. McClain, 94, Springdale,
Ark., died there Friday at 2:30 p.m.
She was the widow of Everett
McClain.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
Carmen Kerr, Springdale; one sister, Mrs. Blanch Long, Chicago,
Ill.; two grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.

A Large Hamburger,
French Fries & Med. Drink

$249
Special Good Thru Jan. 20

The funeral for A.W. Morris is
today at 1:30 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. Paul Bogard is officiating. Music is by Karen Webb, soloist, and Mrs. Olivene Erwin,
organist.

Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
753-0045

Hog Market
IlebniStee Merkel New brew ismer, U1101
Lealucky Padre Ars His Martel Raped Weis
Issfai Seim aside Ad lab La SSO lame•
Cie tely 15 Mar, Sim mar
elewiri•
swer
1.111.1.311 Weber.
US 1-2 12625
$475-17101
i.e 1-2 YAM
$45.73-4673
US 1-3 7262311 be
$44.75-4675
US 34 754•211 be
$15.254623
Sews
US 1-2 276391I.
$3111311-31-5/11
LS 1-3 311141111
US 1.3 Mai be
3311111-4S.S1
US 1-3 WS led up-$445044.111 tres le ISA
US 1-3 31111-50 kr
337.111-3.14
beers r/10.14-33.41

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo,Inc.

Mary Bowman Morris; one daughter, Mrs. Martha Clark and husband,
James, Madison Heights, Mich.;
one sister, Mrs. Theldra Stamps,
Murray; one brother, Ralph Moths,
Rt. 3, Murray; four grandchildren,
nine great-grandchildren.

Pallbearers are Guy Luther, Morris Luther, Owen Hale, Charles
Humphreys, James W. Clark and
John E. Clark.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Morris, 90, Rt. 1, Dexter,
died Friday at 6:25 p.m. at West
View Nursing Home.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.

OM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

641 South
Murray

GM

753-2617
Karp The Great GM Fish ns With Genuine GM Parts

******************
Ford Taurus

NOTICE
WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT

4 cylinder, automatic, air, AM/
FM stereo.

K&K STUMP REMOVAL

56,90000

Mechanically Removed
24 Deep Free Estimates

Treated Cross Ties

4- if

435-4343 Bob Kemp
r

435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr.

KENMORE • RCA • CRAFTSMAN

SEARS

2-speed,9-cycle washer
has America's largest usable
capacity'
-EXCLUSIVE dual-actionfghator
'Self-cleaning lint filter
.3-leve( water control

EXTRA CAPACITY
LAUNDRY PAIR
MONTHLY11
JUST $ 16

$399.99
Was $43999(FE 28701)

HOME ELECTRONICS

PRICE

4-temperature

electric dryer

'EXCLUSIVE easy loader door
'Automatic shut-off at drying
level you preset
•End-of-cycle signal

$319.46
Was $339 46(FE 68701)
Natural gas $359.46

Was $37946(FE 78701)

SEARS SUPER BUYING POWER LETS US OFFER
GREAT LOW PRICES EVERY SINGLE DAY!

Sears PLUS laundry detergents
3-9a1 liquid
With or without softener
40 lb box powder
With or without softener

MM.

$25.99
$20.99

1

_

Kenmore® 4. peak HP
Power-Mate® vac

Sears 20-in. color TV
• Remote control
• Quartz tuning locks in
channels.no set-up
• Up to 161 cable-compatible
channels
• On-screen timechannel

with triple titration system
• Full 11 5/8-in brushing,
suction action with edge
clean
• Complete accessory set
• 32 lt cleaning range

Kenmore®
18-cu. ft.
PowerMiser

refrigerator

$299.89 $1,1 monthly'

$198.88

$10 monthly'
(ENV/KG 29414)

• Textured door
• Adjustable
rollers
• DynaWhtte
shelves
• Twin crispers
• Roomy door
shelves

(TV 4207213)

RCA COLORTRAK.
13-in. TV
•24 function remote control
• Up to 147 channels
including cable
•On-screen time.channel

Kenmore® built-in

dishwasher
• 3-level wash
• Water heal option
• 5 cycles including

$534.87

pots'n pans
• 1/3-HP motor handles

$15 monthly*
(KG 69831)

heaviest loads
(not 1'4-HP like some brands)

With automatic
icemaker
$614.87
$18 monthly'
(KG 79831)

$269.99
11 monthly'(Tv 407071

$308.88
$12 monthly' Was $353

(NV 15585)

GREAT HOME-IMPROVEMENT VALUES!
CRAFTSMAN° 12-HP Heavy-duty lawn tractor

CRAFTSMAN® 10-in.
direct-drive table saw

KENMORE®
Power Miser® 10
water heater

bagger sold separate'r

• Special overhead valve
design gives 30% greater
fuel economy and longer life
• 38-in wide mowing deck
• Extra-wide rear tires

$1379.90
$29 monthly*
(WN 25464)
Bagger $243 66
(WN 24940)

• Max developed 2-HP motor
• Cast-iron table extensions
provide 40x20-in
work space
• Miter gauge
• Steel leg set with casters

Natural gas model
with 40-gal. tank.
Limited 10-year warranty
against tank leaks.
Electric and LP models
also available

CLOSEOUT
PRICE!

$364.66 $13 monthly'
(HT 22669)

$328.92
$12 monthly'
relief valve sold
separately
(33842)

SEARS
premium 1/2-HP
garage door
opener

Power Miser® 5
also available

• 3-function
transmitter has
over 19,000 codes
• Includes opener light with
4 1(2-min delay
• Limited 5-yr warranty

$19274
$IO monthly'
(33442)

.0o SearsCharge or SearsCharge PLUS credit plan available on mos, purchases totaling $699 99 or
more) Monthly payments shown are from
SearsCharge or SearsCharge PLUS With Deferred Payment purchase there will be
a finance charge fa the deferral period Actursi payments depend on
existing account balance Shipping included to store Electric dryer requires cord Appliances are white:
cobra extra. Items readily averlebleas advertised

See store for warranty details

sEARiss HOME APPLIANCES AND

ELECTRONICS CATALOG STORE

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho Is good Food.
Murray

The funeral will be Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Bob Dotson will officiate. Music
will be Clarice Norsworthy, pianist,
Janice Outland and Linda
McCallon.

This
Weeks
Special

-9 0-

Chestnut St.

Methodist Churches in Marshall
County, and his wife, Willie Belle;
two sisters, Mrs. Reva Shelton, 220
South 15th Si, Murray, and Mrs.
Louise McGee, Rt. 6, Murray;
seven grandchildren; seven greatgrandchildren.

Igor Kudrin, a commentator for
state-run Soviet TV, said in a news
broadcast today that the latest
reports from the region "are reminiscent of news from the war
front."
A witness in Baku described a
street awash in blood and said victims there included two women
tossed from balconies. Soviet
media said most of the victims
were Armenians.

A.W. Morris

Mrs. Bessie
McClain

MOSCOW — Azerbaijanis and
Armenians appeared on the verge
of open warfare today after a
spasm of ethnic clashes and
pogroms in the southern republic of
Azerbaijan claimed at least 32
lives, Soviet media reported.
The Kremlin flew reinforcements
of internal security troops to Azerbaijan to try to stop the bloodletting, the worst between the two
ethnic groups since their longsimmering feud in the Caucasus
boiled over nearly two years ago.
High-level troubleshooters were
dispatched to the Azerbaijani capital of Baku, where the killing
began Saturday night, and to Yerevan, capital of the neighboring
republic of Armenia, Soviet radio
reported today.
"Armenia is in a state of battle
readiness," Karen Shakhbazyan, an
Armenian activist, said today by
telephone from Yerevan.

Your money's worth and a whole lot morel

Satisfodion Guaranteed or Your Money Sad(

Bel-Air Center

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9-6

1.

753-2310

$139.96
$10 monthly
(F 53413)

BUY NOW...
NO PAYMENTS
till MAY
on SearsCharge.
Ask for details
There will be a
finance charge for
deferral period.

